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South Australia is in deficit. On 4 June South Australia’s
Treasurer Kevin Foley brought down the State budget.
He advised that an anticipated surplus in 2008-2009 $160
million had been transformed into a $265 million deficit
and foreshadowed a budget deficit of $304 million for 20092010. Part of the explanation for this serious financial
deterioration turns on the large drop in revenue due to the
impact of the Global Financial Crisis. But part involves a
significant increase in the public sector wages bill.
Premier Mike Rann and his ministers are not responsible
for the GFC. However, they are directly responsible for
expenditure on the public service.
One of South Australia’s new expenditures involves the
Australian Centre for Social Innovation (ACIS) – the
establishment of which was announced by Mr Rann on 20
June 2008. According to the Premier, the ACIS will
develop “effective remedies to key social issues”. Here’s
how it came to fruition. The British academic Geoff
Mulgan was given the government funded gig as South
Australia’s Thinker-in-Residence. Dr Mulgan thought it
would be a you-beaut idea if the taxpayers kicked in $6
million over three years to fund a centre for social
innovation – and included this recommendation in his
report titled Innovation in 360 Degrees: Promoting Social
Innovation in South Australia.
Mike Rann’s announcement of the planned ACIS was made
in June 2008 – before the rapid deterioration in the global
economy which occurred a few months later. But Mr Rann
confirmed the establishment of the ACIS in February 2009
– at a time when the South Australian budget was moving
rapidly from surplus to deficit. On 6 February 2009 the
Premier announced that “writer, broadcaster, human rights
medallist Phillip Adams” will chair the Adelaide based
ACIS. The Premier neglected to mention that Mr Adams is
also a self-declared leftist. A document titled “What Will
ACIS Do” was attached to the Premier’s media release. It
was all pretty vague and included the following item, viz:
“Uprising – a project to create, develop and nurture social
change agents leaders vulnerable communities [sic]“.
Enough said. The ACIS Board members include Tim
Costello and a few other luvvies.
It is difficult to see precisely how the ACIS is going to make
a positive contribution to the local economy or to social
policy in South Australia. To be fair to Mike Rann, he is not
the only political leader to contribute bucket loads of
taxpayers’ funds to the creation of what are publicly funded
think tanks or policy forums. When he was prime minister,
John Howard provided a grant of $25 million to the Sydney
based United States Studies Centre (see “Jam for Think
Tanks” in the SIQ, Issue 34). Meanwhile Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd and Victorian Premier John Brumby have
contributed $15 million each to the Melbourne based
Grattan Institute. Mr Brumby has declared that the
Grattan Institute will not lean to the right “or to the
extreme left”. Which suggests that it’s quite okay by Mr
Brumby if the Grattan Centre leans to the mainstream left.
If think tanks or policy forums cannot survive on their own
merits, they do not deserve taxpayers’ money. If they can
survive on their own merits, they do not need government
funding.
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GOVERNMENT
DEBT AND
AUSTRALIA –
HARK THE
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inance Minister Lindsay Tanner recently told
ABC’s Tony Jones on Lateline (May 2009) that
conservative politicians in the 1930s “turned a severe
recession into a depression”. He could not have been
more misguided. For, as “debt” becomes the
operative word in Budget discussions Down Under, it
is not the 1930s in Australia that we should look back
to for salutary lessons, but the 1920s.
Opinion leaders will debate whether stimulus or
prudence is the best way forward in an international
meltdown such as the current Global Financial Crisis.
But there are few historical parallels to be found in
the national financial situation the Labor Scullin and
conservative Lyons’ governments found themselves
facing from 1929 till 1934, by which time Australia
was well into recovery from the Great Depression.
It is a well established feature of John Howard’s
legacy that his government from 1996-2007 built
Budget surpluses and wound back government debt.
His critics invariably complained that opportunities
were lost, and large nation building projects were
never launched as a result of his over cautious
approach to national investment.
Ironically, the $20 billion surplus left by the Howard
Government has been quickly spent by the Rudd
Government with the global downturn from 2008.
Alongside this have been policy decisions to spend
for stimulus and investment in large national projects
designed to protect jobs and “nation build” for the
future. Australians now find themselves with
governments offering large Budget deficits going
for ward a decade and more and government
borrowing of record proportions.
The economist S J Butlin has written, in War Economy
1939-1942, of how “development” is an “old story in
Australia”. That was in 1955, when he concluded:
“Part of the general thinking of all Australians on
economic affairs is a not very coherent prejudice in

favour of an increase in total ‘production’, especially
the introduction of new industries, coupled with the
assumption that the natural way to promote such new
industries is government aid.”
The 1920s, in spite of images left by The Great Gatsby,
were not “roaring” for all Western democracies. In
fact, in Australia, the short experience of good times
after the First World War was well gone by 1927. For
the blunt facts, a perusal of C B Schedvin’s Australia
and The Great Depression is essential.
Writing of the 1920s in Australia, Schedvin says: “The
economy stagnated: real national product fell
gradually, and product per head more rapidly, so that
by 1927 – well before the overseas collapse –
Australia was already in a state of serious recession.”
This was discussed as early as 1930 in William
Hancock’s Australia, when he wrote: “The economic
discomforts were in part the product of causes
beyond Australia’s control and in part the product of
Australia’s misfortunes and mistakes.”
What is often missed in the quick glance back at
Australia in the Great Depression is that Australia
entered the conditions for a depression well before
the stock market crash of 1929. This came at the end
of long period of conservative government, falling
world prices for exports and excessive borrowings on
the part of most Australian governments –
Queensland was the one exception.
As senior Australian economist Douglas Copland put
it in his Alfred Marshall Lectures at Cambridge
University in 1933:
Deliberate policy on the part of Australia
in promoting prosperity before the
depression was … largely confined to
overseas borrowing and the expansion of
export production… increased export
production seemed an enduring monument
to enterprise, overseas borrowing was
good to the extent to which it increased
Australia’s capacity to export. The rest was
a burden of dead weight debt. Its
temporary stimulus to enterprise only
masked for a time its deleterious effects.
When the stimulus was spent the burden
became greater by contrast.
As Schedvin makes clear, by 1929 the “public interest
burden” was 3.4 per cent of GNP. From 1921-29,
overseas debt raised in money terms was almost
exactly the amount owed and paid in interest. Export
income could no longer keep pace with the cost of
government borrowings and governments were
borrowing to pay the costs of earlier borrowing.
Coupled with this, and contributing to it in no small
way, was Australia’s rigid economy – the most rigid in
3
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the world according to Douglas Copland. The
Har vester Judgement of 1907, Australia’s
uneconomic rates of pay for workers thereafter, wage
regulation and high tariffs to protect home industries,
combined with heavy borrowing to develop new
industries that were unprofitable, in spite of
increased production, all proved a disastrous mix.
Copland recognised early how little could be done by
government to offset the inevitable downturn in the
Australian economy by the late 1920s. The Bruce
Government’s attempt to modify the arbitration
system in 1929 brought down his government, in a
massive loss to Labor shortly after, and did little to
ease the growing crisis.
The Australian industrial landscape in the 1920s had
undergone a significant shift in emphasis - from its
primary base to a new manufacturing sector, largely
encouraged by government assistance. Yet, as the
chairman of a special Basic Wage Commission had
pointed out in 1920: “Australian industries were
paying for 450,000 non-existent wives and 2,100,000
non-existent children” (Hancock, Australia, 181)
under Justice Higgins’ 1907 ruling that wage-fixing
must measure a male income as covering a “normal”
family of “about five persons”.
Urbanisation, like the communications revolution
today, increasingly attracted public spending – roads,
public transport, sewerage, water supply, electricity
and so on – and all with the genuine belief that
modernisation meant not only a better standard of
living but increased prosperity and productivity as
well. But, like many a failed business venture, the
expectations were wrong. And, for this experiment in
nation building, the nation eventually had to pay.
For Schedvin, there were two distinct developments
impacting on Australia’s Great Depression years –
each to be considered separately. Australia’s efforts
to spend big on social investment in the second half
of the 1920s was partly a conscious effort by
government to “lift the economy out of stagnation
and rising unemployment caused by the increased
intensity of overseas competition”.
But, as Schedvin demonstrates, this stimulus policy,
supported by large overseas borrowings, had in fact
little or no impact on the deteriorating domestic
financial situation. Instead, it made worse the
debilitating effects on Australia in the Great
Depression to be felt a few years later.
Australia, as it were, suffered twice over in the late
1920s and early 1930s: once from excessive public
debt and its inability to finance that debt productively
and then from the impact of the international
downturn and the collapse of world markets.
4

By 1930, Jim Scullin’s Labor government was facing a
crisis of debt and downturn that could not be fixed by
further borrowing. The Premiers’ Plan, deliberately
deflationary, was accepted by a Labor government. It
curbed borrowing and spending and laid the
framework for prudence and would later guide
Joseph Lyons and his conservative government from
early 1932.
There was no option Down Under to take on increased
debt as a way to spend for recovery. With the exception
of radical populists like breakaway NSW Labor Premier
Jack Lang, who would advocate repudiation of
borrowings, both Labor and conservative leaders
accepted that the only option was to cut back on the
debt. By 1928-9, as Butlin calculated, fixed government
obligations represented 70 per cent of all payments and
was a much higher proportion than existed
immediately before the depression of the 1890s.
In the 1890s, when depression struck and the pressure
on exchange reserves increased, dividends and
remittances had fallen and reduced the burden of
adjustment. But in the 1930s, as Schedvin points out,
there was no such “safety valve” and “a premium on
sterling exchange soon developed, increasing rather
than reducing the weight of fixed external obligations”.
W K Hancock, describing the mood of the time, wrote
that “from 1927 onwards it is possible to trace in
Australia a growing suspicion of grandiose
enterprises and the beginnings of a preference for
self-denying ordinances”.
For what had governed the optimism of nation
building borrowings in the 1920s - for all Australian
governments - was an unchallenged view of the
power of Australia’s major export industry, wool, to
pay dividends in export income. This had led
contemporary academic and government economist
L yndhurst Giblin to picture Australia as “one
enormous sheep bestriding a bottomless pit with
statesman, lawyer, miner, landlord, farmer and
factory hand all hanging on desperately to the locks
of its abundant fleece”.
There are certainly cautionar y notes here for
Australian leaders coping with the GFC. With today’s
equivocation from treasurers and leaders as to how
exactly Australia will recover from a decade and more
of highly indebted Budgets, the notion of a
rebounding China cashing up Australia’s mining
income into the future is becoming an echo of the
once pervasive Australian faith in the sheep’s back.
That’s why it would be wise, as Australian governments
advocate big spending and stimulus, to have some
recall of the 1920s and the lot of PM Jim Scullin.
Anne Henderson is Deputy Director of The Sydney
Institute
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DOCUMENTATION
MARK SCOTT, PETER COSTELLO AND
THE ABC
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erhaps the biggest media story of 2007 turned on
the off-the-record or on-background private dinner
which (then) Treasurer Peter Costello held in 2005 with
ABC1 7.30 Report political editor Michael Brissenden
plus Paul Daley and Tony Wright (both of whom were
employed by The Bulletin at the time). Mr Brissenden
broke journalistic ethics by revealing details of what he
claimed was discussed at the private dinner – which was
also attended by David Alexander (Mr Costello’s then
media adviser). Michael Brissenden’s report not only
contained at least one significant error of fact. What’s
more it was misleading. And both Mr Costello and Mr
Alexander repudiated the journalists’ reports of what
had been said at the private dinner.
The full details of the saga were reported in “Dining
Out With The ABC – A Warning” which was published
in Issue 34 of The Sydney Institute Quarterly,
December 2008. Since the article was published
neither Brissenden nor Daley nor Wright nor 7.30
Report presenter Kerry O’Brien (who approved the
Brissenden report going to air) have complained about
any errors of fact or interpretation in the article. Also
Brissenden, Daley and Wright continue to refuse to
answer any questions about their behaviour at, or
subsequent to, the private dinner. They all refuse to
disclose their collective note of the dinner.
The matter was initially taken up by David Alexander
who wrote to ABC managing director Mark Scott on
three occasions in late August 2007. The matter was
referred to Kirstin McLiesh – the ABC’s Head,
Audience and Consumer Affairs. In a report dated 17
September 2007, Ms McLiesh cleared the 7.30 Report
of any wrong doing since she maintained that, in its
coverage of this matter, the program had “met the
provisions of ABC Editorial Policies for impartiality and
conflict of interest”. Kirstin McLiesh has a record of
dismissing virtually all complaints made against the
ABC (See “Kirstin McLiesh – 96 Per Cent For The
ABC” in The Sydney Institute Quarterly Issue 32 March
2008 pp 8-11 and “Correspondence: Gerard Henderson
on Mark Scott and Kirstin McLiesh” in The Sydney
Institute Quarterly Issue 33 August 2008 pp 33-35).

sources. The correspondence takes up when Mark
Scott wrote to Peter Costello on 23 October 2007, not
long after Kirstin McLiesh had cleared the 7.30
Report. Mr Scott wrote to Mr Costello again on 23 July
2008 following the report on the matter which he
commissioned from Paul Chadwick, who heads the
ABC Editorial Policies unit. This report was discussed
at some length in the December 2008 issue of The
Sydney Institute Quarterly.
It is now almost two years since this matter became
public. In all this time, no senior figure at the ABC has
publicly acknowledged that Michael Brissenden and
Kerry O’Brien acted improperly in revealing what the
former claimed was the content of a conversation at an
off-the-record or at least on-background dinner. Nor
has any senior figure at the ABC investigated how
Michael Brissenden got the date of the dinner
comprehensively wrong and why he claimed to have a
personal record of the dinner conversation when this
was later found out not to be the case. The 7.30 Report
has never reported the correct date of the dinner on air
and no member of the ABC management has inspected
what Mr Brissenden (falsely) claimed was his personal
record of the private dinner. Nor has any senior figure at
the ABC acknowledged that Kerry O’Brien erred in
allowing Michael Brissenden to report an event on two
successive nights despite the fact that he (Brissenden)
was a key player in his own story.
The correspondence is published in the public
interest. It demonstrates that neither the ABC
chairman, nor the ABC Board nor even the ABC
managing director runs the public broadcaster. The
evidence indicates that Mark Scott was not happy
with the behaviour of Michael Brissenden and Kerry
O’Brien in this instance – but he was powerless to
exert his authority over the 7.30 Report or even fully
investigate what had occurred. The Costello/
Brissenden dinner demonstrates that the ABC is
effectively run by a number of cliques – including the
7.30 Report clique. And now to the correspondence:

  

Letter From Mark Scott
To Peter Costello – 23 October 2007
Dear Mr Costello

HOW THE ABC IS RUN BY SELFAPPPOINTED CLIQUES

I wanted to write and update you on activity at the
ABC arising from the broadcasts of the 7.30 Report in
late August, concerning the dinner you held with
three journalists, also attended by your advisor, Mr
David Alexander.

Mark Scott, in his capacity as ABC managing director,
has signed on to the Right-To-Know Coalition. In view
of this, the SIQ, has no qualms in publishing the
following correspondence between Mr Scott and Mr
Costello, which has been obtained from several

Broadcasting at the ABC is governed by a series of
editorial policies, approved by the Board. Following
these broadcasts, I commissioned a review of the
policies as they related to number of critical issues of
journalistic practice.
5
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This week the ABC will commence discussion with
some of its senior editorial staff around a series of
proposed changes to editorial policies, addressing
the use of confidential sources and guidelines for
coverage when a journalist or broadcaster has
become a participant in the story. The review has
been informed by best practice from media
organisations around the world. A number of leading
media organisations have revised editorial guidelines
around these matters in recent years.
Following consultation with journalists and
executives across the ABC's production divisions,
proposals to amend our editorial policies will be
addressed by the Board at its December meeting.
An initial review has indicated that our existing policies
have not been as clear and comprehensive as they
need to be in these matters. They need to provide
more sophisticated guidance to staff facing decisions
with potential serious implications for sources,
journalists, the ABC and in a wider sense, audiences.
The many court cases on journalists' sources
illuminate the complexities, yet the ABC's policies are
currently silent on them. I regret our existing policies
did not have the detailed advice and guidance in place
for broadcasters that would have assisted in our
coverage and decision-making around this story.
The ABC's coverage of these matters was not helped
by a clear factual error and other matters that were
communicated imprecisely, giving rise to
misinterpretation from some members of the audience.
I have separately written to Mr Alexander expressing
my regret for any suggestion that his presence when
the journalists discussed their shared understanding
of the dinner conversation, could have been an
endorsement of notes made following that discussion.
I am not proposing at this time to make public
comment around our continuing work in reviewing
these policies and their impact on our journalistic
practices and decision-making.
When these policies have been revised and formally
endorsed I will make a public statement.
Of course, I would be happy to meet with you and
discuss these matters in person if you wish.
Yours sincerely
Mark Scott
Managing Director

  

Letter From Mark Scott To
Peter Costello – 22 July 2008
Dear Mr Costello
Now that the review of the ABC’s Editorial Policies
relating to sources and conflicts is complete and the
policies have been relevantly improved, I wanted to
6

write and provide you with full copies of the final
documents which set out the new processes.
These documents address issues relating to source
protection and to the reporting by journalists of
events in which they are participants. As the
references to the local and overseas literature
indicate, neither issue is uncomplicated.
I acknowledge that your perspective on these issues
will have been affected by your long experience as a
holder of elected public office. I believe the ABC has
dealt seriously with the underlying policy issues and
has now rendered them in standards and guidance
unprecedented in Australian journalism (although
longstanding elsewhere, particularly in the US).
The documents are publicly available on the
Editorial Policies section of the ABC’s website at
http://abc.net.au/corp/pubs/edpols.htm.
Yours sincerely
Mark Scott
Managing Director

  

Letter From Peter Costello
to Mark Scott – 12 August 2008
Dear Mr Scott
Thank you for sending me your review of the ABC’s
Editorial Policies.
You will recall when we last met in Parliament House
I asked whether you would report to me the findings
of the ABC’s Inquiry as to how The 7.30 Report was
able to falsely report an off-the-record dinner on its
7.30 Report on 14 August 2007. You will recall that
Mr Brissenden brandished notes on television which
he claimed recorded the event even though,
inexplicably, they show a wrong day and month.
As I previously said to you in more than 18 years in
politics dining with journalists several times a week I
have never seen one so flagrantly breach an off-therecord dinner.
Since we are now coming up to the 12 month
anniversary of this episode I wonder whether you could
let me know the outcome of your investigation. If your
strategy is to string the matter out so long as to clear
the journalist by default please let me know in writing.
I have copied this letter to the Chairman of the
Corporation. I am sure he and other Board Members
would be interested to know the progress you are
making in dealing with this matter.
Yours sincerely
Peter Costello
cc Mr M Newman, Chairman ABC
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Letter From Mark Scott
to Peter Costello – 26 August 2008
Dear Mr Costello
I am writing in response to your letter to me of 12
August.
The material I sent you outlining the changes
approved by the ABC Board in the light of the review
of policies on sources and conflicts, was the review I
alluded to in our most recent brief conversation at
Parliament House.
Let me clarify the work the ABC has undertaken
since The 7.30 Report broadcast went to air.
As you are aware, the ABC Board has detailed rules
around broadcasting that are spelt out in our Editorial
Policies. These Policies are comprehensive and
complaints about broadcasts are reviewed by our
Audience and Consumer Affairs division against the
requirements spelt out in the policies.
In light of the complaint made by Mr David
Alexander about the broadcast, a review was
undertaken by Audience and Consumer Affairs. In
responding to Mr Alexander, the ABC acknowledged
and corrected a clear factual error on the date of the
dinner. The ABC also publicly clarified online a
misinterpretation some had drawn from the
reporting suggesting that Mr Alexander’s presence
at a discussion after the dinner may have been
interpreted as an endorsement of the notes made
following that discussion.
As I indicated to you in a letter last October, I regret
the ABC’s Policies were silent on the appropriate
ways journalists needed to deal with confidential
sources. They provided no guidance on how
journalists should deal with cases such as this one. In
light of this silence, a breach of the Editorial Policies
on this matter was not found.
The ABC has not waived any engagement around this
broadcast and its implications since it went to air. The
material I forwarded to you last month represented a
very significant piece of work dealing with the
complex matter of source protection. Seminars have
been held around the country to brief ABC staff on
the policy changes and new training material created.
The ABC’s new model of rules and a guidance note
on dealing with sources are being considered for
adoption by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
Clearly, it was unsatisfactory that our Policies were
silent on this matter last year. I think it is fair to say
that we discovered no Australian media outlet that
had clear policy to guide journalists dealing with such
an issue. Were similar circumstances to ever emerge
again at the ABC, journalists and producers have
clear instructions on how the matter must be treated

and how the matter would need to be “upwardly
referred” within the organisation before any
broadcast went to air.
The broadcast of last August generated significant
criticism from journalists and politicians deeply
concerned at The 7.30 Report’s disclosure, I know
some expressed their concerns directly to you. There
are strongly held and divergent opinions, including
among ABC journalists, as to how a balance should
be maintained between source protection and other
basic values which sometimes come into conflict.
In dealing with this matter, the ABC applied the
Editorial Policies as they were when the events under
investigation occurred. No other approach, by the
ABC or any other media organisation applying its
own policies, would have integrity. The investigation
had to deal with two questions: were The 7.30 Report
team required to report upwards? Did the Editorial
Policies require any decision about disclosure of the
identity of the source to be made in a particular way?
If so, did The 7.30 Report adhere to requirements?
The answer to both those questions was no. The
result of the review that followed this matter is that
the Editorial Policies now require both upward
referral and a structured method of making a decision
in such cases. Staff can in future be held to both.
The changes to the ABC’s Editorial Policies relating
to dealing with sources are not the only changes
underway. The ABC Chairman is heading a review of
the organisation’s entire self-regulation framework,
including the way the Editorial Policies are
themselves developed. One issue, which all selfregulating entities face, is whether the rules should
be detailed, which can lead to technical
interpretations in particular cases, or rather broader
statements of principles which can be applied in ways
that do justice to the circumstances of every case.
The ABC reports serious breaches of its Editorial
Policies to the Board. A failure to broadcast within
our standards can seriously impact on a journalist’s
career, including formal warnings and dismissal, or
removal of the opportunity to appear live or broadcast
on-air. A new process to standardise reporting on the
managerial actions following editorial breaches is
now being developed for the Board. A central
Corrections and Clarifications page online is also
being developed.
Your deep unhappiness over The 7.30 Report stories
of a year ago has been clearly expressed to me and
other Board members. As a direct consequence of
the broadcasts we have corrected and clarified the
public record, rewritten our Editorial Policies and
undertaken briefings and created more training tools
for our staff. Our commitment to strive for the
highest editorial standards is constant and ongoing. I
7
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believe we are as vigorous in our pursuit of editorial
integrity as at any time in living memory.
Yours sincerely
Mark Scott
Managing Director
cc Mr Maurice L Newman AC
ABC Chairman

  

Letter from Peter Costello
to Mark Scott – 28 August 2008
Dear Mr Scott
I have received your letter of 26 August 2008 which,
of course, studiously avoids addressing the issues I
raised.
Can the ABC be serious when it says it was legitimate
to [falsely] broadcast an off-the-record conversation
because ABC policies were silent on the matter?
Are you seriously suggesting that up until the
development of these “policies” ABC journalists were
unaware that “off-the-record” conversations should
not be broadcast on national television?
Recently we have seen News Limited journalists
refuse to comply with court orders and risk going to
gaol rather than reveal “off-the-record” sources. Is
this because of some News Limited policy manual?
Or can you be honest enough to admit that every
journalist in Australia knows what “off-the-record”
means and it does not include live to air broadcasts of
a conversation when it happens to suit the journalist
at some later stage.
A simple acknowledgement from the ABC that it
breached one of the most fundamental ethics of
journalism would be a step forward.
Nor have you addressed the way in which these
“notes” were flashed on television. Has anyone
looked at these notes? Were they Mr Brissenden’s
notes? What date do they have on them? How is it
that these notes have a false date? Has this led you to
query whether or not the journalist was making
accurate claims about his notes?
You claim: “there are strongly held and divergent
opinions, including among ABC journalists, as to how
a balance should be maintained between source
protection and other basic values which sometimes
come into conflict”.
I know of no journalist in Canberra who supports Mr
Brissenden’s conduct on this. Every one of the
senior press gallery leaders that I have spoken to
believes that it was a flagrant breach of journalist
ethics. I would be very interested to know from you
which journalists other than Mr Brissenden and his
cohorts defend this conduct.
8

As someone who has had a senior role in
Government and been a Member of Parliament for
over 18 years I have never seen such behaviour before.
As I said in my previous letter either you will be
prepared to deal with this matter or decide to delay
and string it out so as to clear the journalist by default.
Your last letter took the latter course. I would ask you
please to bring some critical examination to this
issue. It is too late to assist me – the damaging and
false report has already gone to air – but by taking
hold of the matter you may enhance the credibility of
the ABC.
Yours sincerely
Peter Costello
cc Mr M Newman AC, Chairman ABC
cc Mr S Skala, Director, ABC

  

Letter from Mark Scott
to Peter Costello – 23 October 2008
Dear Mr Costello
I have given your most recent letter much
consideration in recent weeks.
I considered sending you, without prejudice, a bottle
of French wine. Your recently published memoirs
show another side of this complex issue of dealings
between journalists and politicians and the variety of
ways the participants in such dealings can perceive
the same event (pages 233-34).
You requested details on who had defended the
decision-making of the journalists concerned. Mark
Day, the senior media commentator in The Australian
- and a former Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of that
paper, wrote on August 29 last year that, “In my view.
Brissenden had every right, indeed a duty, to tell the
story of the dinner. All that journalists owe the public
is the truth”. I absolutely accept that there were other
senior journalists who held divergent views.
You asked in your letter to me to take hold of the
matter and bring some critical examination to this
issue. That I have done. As explained in previous
correspondence, when this matter first arose the
ABC reviewed its standards for dealing with sources,
found them inadequate, revised them, and
communicated the revised standards to staff, who
can and will be held to them in future. To my
knowledge, the steps taken by the ABC amount to the
most detailed critical examination of the sources
issue undertaken by an Australian media
organisation and made public.
As I have said to you in the past. I am not proposing
to reinvestigate the story again. The ABC has been
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open and transparent about the original inquiry and
the process of changing our editorial policies as a
consequence of the review I established.
Whilst I understand you are not happy with the
outcome, I believe the ABC has addressed this issue
with rigour and integrity. On this matter, I feel we
have to agree to disagree.
Yours sincerely
Mark Scott
Managing Director

  

Letter From Peter Costello
To Mark Scott – 17 November 2008
Dear Mr Scott
You will have seen the Editorial in the Weekend
Australian on 15 November 2008 which concluded:
“If journalists think this newspaper’s staff
will resort to the tactics of ABC reporter
Michael Brissenden, who last year went
public about an off-the-record dinner he and
two gallery colleagues had with thentreasurer Peter Costello in 2005, they should
think again and review their own ethics.”
While there is much in the Editorial I would disagree
with, it is interesting that it chooses the ABC as the
benchmark for unethical behaviour. As I have said to
you before, I know of no senior journalist who does
not take the same view.
When such behaviour occurs an organisation can
either try to defend the indefensible, or it can deal
with it and use it as an opportunity to acknowledge
failure and elevate standards.
There may be members of the Board who genuinely
want to use their term on the ABC to improve the
organisation and who hope to see it set a standard for
ethical behaviour. Dealing with this complaint would
give them a chance to do that.
I am happy to address the Board on the issue, and
would like them to view the correspondence between
us. I have heard members of the ABC Board, in the
past, puzzle about the reasons the ABC has a
reputation for bias. This is a case study that they
would find illuminating.
Yours sincerely
Peter Costello
cc: Mr M. Newman AC, Chairman ABC
cc: Mr S Skala, Director, ABC

S

tarring: Judith Brett, Kim Dalton, David
Day, Mark Hamlyn, Gerard Henderson,
John Howard, Rod Kemp, Stuart Menzies, John
Moore, Mark Scott and many more (including
Film Victoria and Screen Australia)
“It’s going to be a dramatic increase. And
we think it’s very important, particularly as
the media industry is under so much
pressure. Drama is so expensive to do.
We think: Who will tell the Australian
story? And we think the ABC is well
conditioned to do that.”
- Mark Scott, ABC managing director, commenting
on the extra funding for the public broadcaster
announced by Treasurer Wayne Swan at the Budget
on 12 May 2009.
The ABC did very well indeed out of the 2009 Federal
Budget, especially in light of the impact of the Global
Financial Crisis – including an extra $70 million for
drama over the next three years. Clearly Kevin
Rudd’s Labor government looks kindly on the main
public broadcaster. The ABC also did relatively well
out of John Howard’s Coalition government – despite
the fact that Howard and some of his ministers were
public critics of the public broadcaster.

THE LIBERALS FUND THEIR CRITICS
- AGAIN
The 2005 Federal Budget contained a special
provision for the ABC. Senator Rod Kemp, then
Minister for Arts and Sport, announced that “Film
Australia will receive an additional $7.5 million over
three years to produce a 10-part series of high quality
documentaries on Australian history”. The idea was
that Film Australia (which was re-vamped into Screen
Australia on 1 July 2008) would receive funding for
documentaries which would be commissioned by,
and shown on, the ABC. The ABC paid a relatively
9
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small amount to Screen Australia for screening rights
and the ABC is currently selling copies of the DVDs
of these documentaries.

Victory: Chifley’s Battle for Coal (based on former
Labor prime minister Ben Chifley’s handling of the
1949 coal strike) and Menzies & Churchill At War.

The Liberal Party has a record of financing its critics.
So it came as no surprise when part of the $7.5
million, so proudly announced by Rod Kemp in May
2005, found its way to a documentary based on a
book by a left-wing academic, starring a left-of-centre
commentator and directed by a leftist documentary
producer. And now to the story of Menzies &
Churchill At War – as told on the taxpayer funded
public broadcaster – which was produced by John
Moore at 360 Degree Films in Melbourne.

The first three mentioned documentaries had their
flaws but succeeded in telling a story quite well.
The other, however, was a shocker. All four
documentaries were a Screen Australia Making
History Production. They were produced with the
assistance of Film Victoria and developed and
produced in association with the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation. The scripts of all the
documentaries were approved by ABC TV
Documentaries before they were aired on the ABC.
Without taxpayers’ money the documentaries would
never have been produced.

DAVID DAY AND JUDITH BRETT
David Day is a fine historian. He also happens to be
a labour historian. Meaning that he invariably writes
on the labour movement – the Australian Labor Party,
ALP identities, left-of-centre trade unions and leftwing intellectuals – from a favourable perspective.
Labor historians are invariably critical of the Coalition
– the Liberal Party and the National Party and their
leaders – as well as of political conser vatives
generally.
Judith Brett is a fine political scientist. She also
happens to have a leftist background and was once
co-editor (along with Guy Rundle) of the Marxist
magazine of self-proclaimed “left political, social and
cultural commentary” Arena Magazine. Dr Brett is
perhaps best known for her book Robert Menzies’
Forgotten People. At Page 86 of the first edition, Brett
associated Menzies’ anti-communist rhetoric with
homophobic bodily imagery – namely, “the imagery
of sickness and disease (a social cancer) and the anal
erotic imagery of the attack from behind (rooting rats
out of holes”).
In Robert Menzies A Life: Volume 1 1894-1943, Allan
Martin was highly critical of David Day’s account of
Menzies during the early years of the Second World
War. In private correspondence, Dr Martin was
dismissive of Brett’s use of psychoanalysis as a tool
for writing biography (see Allan Martin’s letter dated
16 August 1987 which is published in The Sydney
Institute Quarterly, Issue 32, March 2008, pages 2527). Dr Martin’s important two volume history of
Robert Menzies was not even mentioned in the
“References” section of the publicity flyer which
accompanied Menzies & Churchill At War.
Senator Kemp’s grant was used to produce the
documentaries The Prime Minister Is Missing (based
on the disappearance and death by drowning of
Liberal Party prime minister Harold Holt in 1967),
Monash: The Forgotten Anzac (based on General
Monash’s career in the First World War), Famous
10

MENZIES’ (ALLEGED) AMBITION
In Chapters 10 and 11 of Menzies and Churchill At
War: A Controversial New Account of the 1941
Struggle for Power (Angus & Robertson, 1986) David
Day ran the line that, when war-time prime minister
in 1941, Menzies wanted to leave Australia, settle in
Britain and replace Winston Churchill as the United
Kingdom’s prime minister. At Page 145 of his book,
Day described Menzies’ “basic strategy” at the time
as follows – “first to isolate Churchill and then replace
him completely”.
At pages 148-149, Day again maintained that, circa
April 1941, Menzies’ attention “was increasingly
being diverted towards the overthrow of Churchill
and away from his brief as Australian Prime
Minister”. However, as Allan Martin, documented at
pages 354-355 of Robert Menzies A Life: Volume 1,
there is no evidence to support Day’s theory.

ENTER JOHN MOORE AT 360
DEGREE
Following a commission by the ABC, Screen
Australia engaged John Moore at 360 Degree Films
to do a documentary on Robert Menzies. Moore
filmed four commentators for his documentary –
namely Joan Beaumont, Judith Brett and David Day
and Gerard Henderson. Henderson, author of
Menzies Child: The Liberal Party of Australia, flew to
Melbourne in August 2007 at John Moore’s request
and was interviewed at some length for the program.
However, every one of Henderson’s comments ended
up on the cutting room floor. But the leftist Judith
Brett made 13 appearances in the documentary and
the leftist David Day made seven appearances. It’s
called balance – ABC style. Joan Beaumont, who is
neither critical nor supportive of Menzies, made six
appearances. Heather Henderson, Menzies’
daughter, made four appearances. She was
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supportive of her father – but viewers would have
expected this.
Menzies & Churchill At War, which went to air on 30
October 2008, commenced with footage about the
outbreak of hostilities in Europe in 1939 and then the
narrator made the following comment: “On the other
side of the world, the newly elected Australian prime
minister Robert Menzies commits troops once again
in support of the Mother Country.”
Contrary to the implication in the film, Menzies did
not use the term “Mother Country” in the speech in
which he announced that Australia was at war with
Germany. The demeaning term “Mother Country”
has become a sneering reference – which is
associated with the left-wing view, enunciated by John
Pilger among others, that in 1914-1918 and again in
1939 Australia fought “other people’s wars”.
What Menzies said in 1939 was constitutionally
accurate. In 1939 the Statute of Westminster had not
been ratified by Australia and Australian foreign
policy was part of British foreign policy. However,
Menzies also said – and believed – that in 1939 it was
in Australia’s national interest to oppose Adolf
Hitler and the Nazi German regime in Europe and
North Africa. The Second World War was precisely
that – i.e. a world war. There was little opposition in
Australia to the despatch of the AIF to fight Hitlerism
and virtually no one at the time, except members of
the Communist Party, declared that Australia was
fighting another nation’s war by committing troops in
support of the “Mother Country”.
The sneering introduction set the tone for Menzies &
Churchill At War. The documentary also ran the long
established left-wing line that Menzies wanted to
desert Australia and that he hoped that he would
become prime minister of Britain. Judith Brett was
given space in the documentar y to make the
following (ridiculous) comment:
Whether he [Menzies] ever realistically
imagined he could become prime minister
of England, I don’t know. But I think, given
the sort of man he was, there would have
been a sense of opening up of exciting
possibilities if he were to stay.
In other words, Dr Brett stated her theory – despite
the fact that she concedes that she does not know
whether it is true or not.

ON THE CUTTING ROOM FLOOR
On 10 September 2008 John Moore emailed Gerard
Henderson advising that Menzies & Churchill At War

would air in late October 2008. He added: “The
section in the Menzies program on the formation of
the Liberal Party is quite short and unfortunately
there wasn’t room to include your interview.” The
email surprised Henderson. When interviewed for
Moore’s film, he had been asked to respond to 25
questions raised by John Moore about Menzies – and
only one question related to the formation of the
Liberal Party.
Henderson was not forwarded an advance copy of
Menzies & Churchill At War DVD and did not watch
the film until the weekend of 8-9 November 2008.
After viewing it, Henderson emailed John Moore on
18 November 2008. At the conclusion of his email,
Henderson made a specific request:
I noted at the weekend that I am thanked in
the credits at the end of Menzies &
Churchill At War. This is quite misleading
since it implies that I had something to do
with the documentary when this is
manifestly not the case. The fact is that my
views about both Menzies and Churchill
during the Second World War were
completely rejected by you. In spite of this,
you are attempting to gain credibility for
Menzies & Churchill At War by falsely
associating me with the documentary.
This is dishonest. I request that the
misleading reference be deleted in any
further screenings of Menzies & Churchill
At War.
Moore did not reply to Henderson’s email.
Henderson wrote about the documentary in passing
in his Sydney Morning Herald and West Australian
column on 18 November 2008. The general topic was
on how the Liberal Party funds its opponents. At the
end of his column the following comment
was made:
In 2005 the Howard Government provided
$7.5 million over three years for the
production of documentaries under the
Making History Initiative. Good idea, pity
about some of the products. Over the past
month ABC1 has screened a number of
these documentaries – including one on
the Labor Party hero Ben Chifley and one
on the Liberal Party founder Robert
Menzies.
Infamous Victory: Ben Chifley’s Battle for
Coal is co-written by leftist Bob Ellis and
the film’s historical consultants include
left-of-centre historians Phillip Deery and
Ross McMullin. The documentary is
11
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favourable to Chifley – even to the extent
of exaggerating his opposition to
communism. So much so that no one
talks about the fact that, in his final
speech, Chifley actually warned against
anti-communism. Still, it’s a harmless
product.
Not so Menzies & Churchill at War. Here
the script is written by producer John
Moore, and there are no conservative
historical consultants. The two main
interviewees are the left-wing academics
Judith Brett and David Day, who run the
standard left-wing line that Menzies
wanted to quit Australia in 1941 and hoped
to become prime minister of Britain. Of
course, there is no evidence for this
assertion – as Menzies’ biographer Allan
Martin demonstrated. Moore excluded any
dissenting opinion on this issue. Moore’s
introduction carries the left-wing line that
in 1939 Menzies committed Australian
troops “in support of the Mother Country”.
In fact, Menzies committed the Australian
Imperial Force to war in 1939 because he,
with most Australians, believed that it
was a good idea to fight Nazism. Moore
also excluded any contrary opinion on this
issue.

AN IMMODEST PROPOSAL
On the same day as his column appeared, Henderson
sent another copy of his (unacknowledged) email
of 18 November 2008 to Moore. Moore wrote a
“Dear Mr Henderson” email on 19 November. He
said that he was “sorry” that Henderson “didn’t like
the film” and declared that “we did our best to be “as
balanced as possible”. However, Moore did not say
how the documentary could be as balanced as
possible when he had given a total of 20 grabs to
Brett and Day but had excluded Henderson’s opinion
on the same topics.
Moore then made the
extraordinary claim that perhaps the debate on the
topic could take place now that the documentary had
gone to air:
Personally I would like to encourage
debate on this subject and one of the
things we have discussed at 360 is making
a clip regarding this debate that could be
included as an extra on the DVD and our
website. A clip which could include
excerpts
from
your
interview.
In regard to the thank you at the end of
the film it wasn’t meant to help us
12

gain credibility but was a genuine
acknowledgement that you went out of
your way to assist us.
Henderson sent Moore an email on 21 November
2008 which concluded as follows:
I note that you (now) want to encourage
debate on the topic. In my view this is a
fine sentiment – but the execution is
somewhat late. If you had really wanted to
encourage debate on Winston Churchill
and Robert Menzies you would have
ensured that there was genuine
discussion in Menzies & Churchill At War.
Instead you consciously censored any
alternative view from the documentary. My
request for my name to be deleted from the
Credits at the end of Menzies & Churchill
At War remains. The fact is that nothing of
what I said about Menzies or Churchill was
included in your film. Absolutely nothing.
Clearly 360 Degree Films Pty Ltd has used
my name to gain credibility for Menzies &
Churchill At War while rejecting every one
of my opinions. The reference to me in the
Credits is quite misleading and should be
removed.

MOORE RATIONALE
While banning any debate within his own
documentary, John Moore insisted on having his
response to Henderson published on the Sydney
Morning Herald’s Letters Page. On 20 November
2008 the SMH carried the following letter:
MacKenzie King, the prime minister of
Canada, dined with Campbell Stuart, a
director of The Times, on May 15, 1941,
and wrote in his diary that Stuart told him:
“Menzies’ ambition was to be prime
minister of England and that there were
some in England prepared to accept him.”
Stuart had met Menzies several days
before. This is only one of numerous
pieces of evidence that Menzies was
concerned enough about Churchill’s
leadership to consider taking over
himself. Gerard Henderson assumes that
to mention this in my documentary
Menzies And Churchill At War implies a
criticism of Menzies, when it was a quite
rational response to the terrible state of
the war and to Churchill’s erratic
leadership.
John Moore, Brunswick (Vic)
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As Moore should have known, this is not direct
evidence. Rather, it is hearsay upon hearsay. It is a
report of what Mackenzie King claims he was told by
Campbell Stuart about what Stuart maintained to be
Menzies’ attitude. There is absolutely nothing here
which is evidence of what Menzies either said or
wrote. In his letter to the SMH, Moore conveniently
overlooked the fact that Mackenzie King was a
known antagonist of Menzies. Also, Moore
deliberately fudged the quote by omitting some
words and changing the order of the note. What
Mackenzie King actually wrote in his diary for 15
May 1941 was as follows:
It was nearly 6 which [sic] I left the office,
and had time only for a short rest before
Campbell Stuart came to dinner at 7.30. He
stayed until 10.30, and we had an
interesting talk together. Among other
things, he mentioned that he thought
Menzies ambition was to be Prime Minister
of England, and that there were perhaps in
England some who would be prepared to
accept him.
By deleting the word “perhaps” from his SMH letter,
Moore attempted to suggest that Stuart’s opinion (as
reported by King) was less qualified than was in fact
the case. Moore also failed to mention that King
reported, in the same diar y entr y, that Stuart
believed that “if anything happened to Churchill” he
would be replaced by Ernest Bevin – not Menzies. It
is intellectually dishonest to distort quotations to suit
a particular theory.
In his email to Henderson dated 19 November 2008,
Moore attached a copy of a review of David Day’s
book Menzies & Churchill At War by Lord Blake –
whom Moore commented “has written extensively on
the Conservative Party in Britain and has a deep
knowledge of Second World War history”. Once
again, Moore was quite disingenuous. A reading of
this review (which was published in The Financial
Times on 28 March 1987) reveals that Lord Blake
merely commented on Dr Day’s book. Moreover,
Blake’s review is replete with such words and
phrases as “perhaps”, “it is difficult to assess how
serious the [leadership] threat really was”, another
“perhaps”, and “it is hard to believe”. The fact is that
Lord Blake did not identify himself with the view that
Menzies wanted to – or could realistically have
expected to – succeed Churchill as Britain’s prime
minister in 1941.

and was published in 1993 – some years after David
Day’s book. Nor did Robert Blake refer to this matter
in his 1998 book Winston Churchill. If Lord Blake had
really believed in David Day’s theory, he surely
would have mentioned this in his final works on
Churchill before his death in 2003.
The Blake review was given to Moore by Day. This
suggests that this is all the additional evidence which
Day has to support his thesis. Certainly David Day
never challenged Allan Martin’s debunking of his
thesis when Martin was alive.

ABC AND SCREEN AUSTRALIA COME
GOOD
So, how did the saga end up? Kim Dalton, head of
ABC TV, took little interest in the matter and
effectively told Henderson that he would have to put
up with being in the credits to Menzies & Churchill At
War against his will. Film Victoria said that the issue
was beyond its control. And, having spent taxpayers’
money on a documentary which lacked balance, John
Moore (gratuitously) advised Henderson that if he
was “genuinely concerned about the cost to the
taxpayer you will save them any further expense”. In
other words, go away.
However, two participants in the process had the
intellectual honesty to concede that significant errors
had been made with Menzies & Churchill At War. In
an email to Henderson dated 2 February 2009, Stuart
Menzies (Head of Documentaries, ABC TV) made
the following concession:
Debate is the lifeblood of history and in
hindsight I should have insisted on a
rebuttal to Day’s opinion that Menzies
sought Churchill’s prime ministership
clearly stated….
And Mark Hamlyn (Director, Commissioned
Production, Screen Australia) wrote to Henderson on
27 January 2009 advising that Screen Australia had
agreed to his request that his name be removed from
the Credits of Menzies & Churchill At War. He
advised that this could be readily done at little cost.
However, Menzies & Churchill At War is being sold by
the ABC and the DVD will be shown in schools where
students will hear only the left-wing line about
Menzies’ attitude to Australia and Britain in 1941.
This is how the ABC tells the Australian story.

It is a matter of record that Day’s theory was not even
raised in Churchill: A Major New Assessment of his Life
in Peace and War which was edited by Lord Blake
13
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ROGUE
NATION –
WHY
AUSTRALIA’S
HISTORY IS
NOT BORING
Carol Baxter
“
A

ustralian histor y is boring!” Twice recently
have I heard this summary dismissal: at a talk
given by Dr Anna Clarke at The Sydney Institute –
she was quoting secondar y students being
interviewed about their historical studies – and at a
talk I gave about colonial Sydney when someone
quoted the head histor y teacher of the local
secondary school.
When challenged, those making such judgements
generally justify their conclusions on the grounds
that Australia has experienced no wars or
revolutions, as if such tragic and devastating conflict
is necessary for history to be noble and interesting.
However, as the Making History series on the ABC
proves, we have no need for warfare. We have a
fascinating social history that until now has been
largely ignored, by the television media at least, to
the detriment of our society.

Incredible as it may seem to bookworms, most
people acquire their knowledge through television.
When this notion is explored, it is easy to
understand. We see and learn to interpret visual
images from the moment we are born whereas
learning to read is an acquired skill that comes
years later to most, never to some. So it is not
surprising that television watching is the easy
option and has become the primar y form of
recreation for the masses. That being the case,
there is a strong argument for more histor y on
television, for programs that are educational as
well as entertaining. Knowledge empowers. A
failure to understand and appreciate the errors of
the past dooms a society to repeat them. Clearly, in
today’s world, histor y on television is perhaps the
only vehicle for broadening society’s knowledge
base.
14

A BRITISH PRECEDENT
While the intellectual elite tend to sweepingly dismiss
televised history as simplistic and catering to the
lowest common denominator, they fail to accord the
genre or the viewers the respect they deserve.
Britain has produced history programs since the epic
The Great War in 1964 and The World at War a decade
later (aired continuously ever since), and have
discovered a significant flow-on effect.
I experienced this myself while in Britain
researching my narrative histories. I waited at a
county record office while the archivist answered a
couple of phone queries and after finishing she
rolled her eyes at me and said, “Who do you think
you are?” My look of startled confusion led her to
explain that they were inundated with calls from
would-be genealogists every time the TV program of
that name aired.
British universities have seen an increased intake of
students in specific disciplines following television
programs documenting certain periods of history,
including archaeology. In fact, the burgeoning
number of secondary and tertiary history students in
the UK has been partly attributed to the increasing
number of television history programs and also to the
Heritage Lottery Fund, which is recognising the
value of history by funding it.
But what is happening in Australia? Here, there is a
decreasing interest in history with many universities
reducing staff. Why? Because Australians in general
see our own history as boring and are not choosing
to study it.

MAKING HISTORY SERIES
Yet the Making History series shows how truly
interesting our history can be, and popular, and even
potentially commercially viable. The first series
reached an average audience of 1.5 million viewers.
This popularity is also reflected in the successful
mini-series Mary Bryant which screened on
commercial television and attracted 1.6 million
viewers in the mainland capitals on its first Sunday
night, the most watched television program that
evening.
The second Making History series includes the twopar t docu-drama Rogue Nation produced by
Essential Media and Entertainment which aired on
the ABC in March 2009. The first episode, “Honour
Among Thieves”, documented the political battle
between the New South Wales governors and
powerful landowners, including John Macarthur,
that led to Australia’s only military coup, the Rum
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Rebellion in 1808. The second episode, “Rights of
Passage”, covered the fight for political and
personal rights in the 1820s with liberal lawyer,
William Charles Wentworth, and the Emancipists
battling the conser vative militar y autocrat,
Governor Ralph Darling. Woven through the
second episode is the story of convict Jane New
who was involved in a pivotal sex-scandal at the
time. I have a connection with this episode having
written the book An Irresistible Temptation: the true
story of Jane New and a colonial scandal (Allen &
Unwin, 2006).
Responses to the docu-drama have been largely
positive. Michael Duffy in the Sydney Morning Herald
gave it the thumbs up, pleased that it wasn’t just
another bad news stor y about convicts and
Aborigines, and that it showed the speedy and
successful development of the New South Wales
settlement and economy. “Well done, Auntie,” said
many of the viewers, although some complained
about glaring anachronisms, inappropriate Australian
accents, annoying cinematography and editing, and
odd casting. I agree with both the positives as well as
the negatives.

ROGUE NATION – STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES
Rogue Nation covered the “big picture” adequately,
providing a sound overview of the political dynamics
of the times. The first episode revealed the rawness
of the early colony and those in it, a callow youth
bucking at authority, greedy for instant gratification
at whatever cost, while the second episode showed
the growth to maturity, a young adult aware of its
rights within the great British Empire and
determined to defy autocracy.
The story was communicated in a manner that
showed the drama of our history. Powerful emotions
evoke powerful memories and history as a gripping
drama, which much history is, helps imprint the
details in our memories. Costuming was good –
sourced from Britain. The locations worked well.
But what about the decision to use Australian accents
for viewer-ease rather than “pompous” British
accents? The pomposity of the British accent
reflected the arrogance of its Empire-building
character – not that most of the colonial elite were
British elite, anyway, so they wouldn’t have had
pompous accents. But they definitely did not have
Australian accents. Australian viewers have heard
enough British television, particularly on the ABC, to
have no issue with British accents and probably
wouldn’t even have noticed whereas many noticed
the anachronistic Australian accents.

Casting was another issue. Since character drives
behaviour which itself leads to conflict, surely it is
necessary to cast actors who can communicate
the essence of the protagonists as well as having,
where possible, a similar physical presence. The
production included many well-known and skilled
actors from the Australian television scene; yet
in some significant instances they failed dismally
in achieving the desired end. Clearly the fault must
lie, to some extent at least, in the casting and
direction.
Peter O’Brien as the charming, devilish John Stephen
Jnr (the other half of Jane New sex-scandal) was the
epitome of a character appropriately cast and acted.
In fact, he succeeded so well that his face has
supplanted the shadowy image I have long carried in
my own mind. Sophie Cleary as the saucy minx Jane
New was also well cast and acted. Others left much to
be desired.
Elizabeth Macarthur was only 24 when she came
to Australia whereas the actress who played her
part was twice her age and looked incongruous
with an infant in her arms. Bligh, Macarthur and
Darling were all too nice. Darling, for example,
had a coldly, formidable character and his belief
in his supreme power and his willingness to act on
that belief without due thought for the political
or legal consequences underpinned much of his
conflict with the colonists. But the most
astonishing miscasting was William Charles
Wentworth – the tall, broad-shouldered, intelligent
shambling lion of a man became a slight almost
incoherent pussycat.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY NOT
ACKNOWLEDGED
Another gripe from viewers was the difficulty in
finding associated reading material for those
interested in exploring the topic further. This is a
serious concern both for viewers and for authors, like
myself, whose books were used in making Rogue
Nation. In fact, this is a particular gripe of my own.
Many television producers have a cavalier attitude
towards the work of historians, even though these
works are fundamental to their ability to produce
docu-dramas.
Jane New’s story, which comprised 40 per cent of
“Rights of Passage”, came from my book An
Irresistible Temptation while most of the other issues
raised in that episode were also covered in the book.
Yet no attempt was made to obtain permission to use
the book, even though sentences were lifted
verbatim, nor was the book acknowledged in the
credits.
15
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When called to task for such a breach of intellectual
property rights, the response from Essential Media
and Entertainment was that it would be aired on the
ABC which does not allow “advertising” and that the
information was in the public domain anyway!
While there is now a fleeting credit on the DVD
itself, there is no acknowledgement in the
extensive “Rogue Nation” promotional material
published on the web, merely the book’s inclusion
in the Further Reading list at the bottom of a
lengthy Study Guide where the ordinary viewer
would never find it. Television producers should
provide details of the historical works they use for
legal and moral reasons, and to allow interested
viewers easy access to associated reading material,
and also to provide credibility for their work.
Unsubstantiated history is mythology – whatever
form a publication takes.

STUDY GUIDES’ HISTORICAL
HOWLERS
It is, of course, useful that the producers have
published extensive promotional material and a study
guide on the web. But the errors! For example, take
this from page 4 of the Press Kit: “Set in Sydney in the
1820s, the second part … delves into the conflict
between the visionary Governor Lachlan Macquarie
… Strategic lobbying by the pastoralists leads to
Macquarie’s recall and replacement by Governor
Ralph Darling …“
In fact, Macquarie governed only until 1821 and
was replaced by Sir Thomas Brisbane who was
himself replaced by Darling in 1825. The second
episode was mainly set in the late 1820s when
Macquarie was not only long gone, but dead.
There were also many errors in the script: for
example, the use of “Australia” in 1804 as well
as the statement that the population comprised
only one-fifth ser ving convicts in 1806 rather
than the significantly larger one-half. While
these would have passed unnoticed by most viewers,
they are irritations and reflect poorly on the
production.
Historical accuracy is extremely important in
any historical work and particularly in docudrama productions. The producers are already
pushing through the boundary between fact and
fiction to achieve dramatic effect. How far can a
producer go and still be telling a “true” story? What if
they have a political agenda? George Orwell’s 1984
warns that those who control the present, control
the past, and that those who control the past control
the future.
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An historically illiterate populace can be more
easily persuaded to accept a viewpoint that deviates
from the truth, and be manipulated accordingly.
When that “truth” is communicated through a
powerful visual medium like television, it is
extremely difficult to counteract it through words,
particularly as those words are likely to reach
only a fraction of the same audience. The principle
of democracy includes the freedom to know
the truth about the past. Producing accurate and
engaging historical television programs can only
benefit our community in both the short and
long term.

GENEALOGY AS HISTORICAL
TEASER
If we produced more television history and captured
the broader community interest, we might see the
same resurgence that Britain has experienced. Many
Australians are already avid genealogists, more now
than ever before because of the ready access to
records through the internet. In fact, genealogy has
become big business, as organisations like
ancestry.com can attest.
Genealogists have a personal connection with
histor y, and many of those who watched
Rogue Nation and Mary Bryant did so because they
wanted to experience the life their ancestors lived.
While a picture tells a thousand words, a film
reproduction allows viewers to step into
someone else’s shoes. Experiencing the world in this
way – both past and present – helps promote
understanding and tolerance, attitudes that ensure
social stability.
Producing quality television requires funding –
commercial and government. Why doesn’t
Australia establish its own heritage lottery fund
to be used, in part, to fund televised histor y?
The fund is proving effective in Britain. Perhaps
then we might see a change in the attitude that our
history is boring. Is there any other country in the
world whose inhabitants would make such a
derogatory claim about their own history: America?
China? Russia? Germany? New Zealand? More
quality television history would help overcome the
cultural cringe that permeates our great nation’s
psyche.
Carol Baxter’s most recent book is Breaking The Bank
(Allen & Unwin)
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WOMEN
WITH
CHILDREN –
CATCH 22
Anne Henderson

A

ttention all Australian women. The Rudd
revolution on your behalf is coming – but is being
delayed. Just as the federal government was making
plans to give women in paid employment a chance to
down tools briefly while having a child and continue
being employed, enter the Global Financial Crisis.
Australia's case for paid maternity leave, accepted by
the Rudd Government a year ago and hailed as a
great leap for ward, may well be workable and
generous to business. But, suddenly, it has become
too much for the priorities of Budget 2009.
Labor’s Paid Parental Leave scheme will become
operative in January 2011 – a delay that is designed to
give business, especially small business, a chance to
prepare for it. The PPL scheme will be government
funded and provide the primar y carer (mostly
women) with 18 weeks post-natal leave, paid at the
adult federal minimum wage (currently $543.78 per
week). The cost of the scheme is estimated as
approximately $260 million per year.
Already there are critics who say the scheme will be
costly to small businesses. At a time of increasing
difficulty with the GFC, businesses will still need to
wait for reimbursements from government
bureaucracy for wages paid during the weeks of
parental leave. Moreover, small business will have
more difficulty finding suitable fill-in staff for just 18
weeks where positions are highly technical or
fundamental to staying competitive. Many working
women who plan to be parents may well be
celebrating a poisoned chalice.

A & E ON THE SHOP FLOOR
A glance at the line-up for the recent G20 summit in
London said it all. Men in suits – bar two national
leaders in Angela Merkel of Germany and Cristina
Fernandez de Kirchner of Argentina, who wore
skirts. Political leaders are so often assumed to be
male. So much so that leaders' partners at G20
meetings are automatically entertained on as a “first
wives club” and reported so by an adoring media,
without embarrassment.

For around half the planet, it began with the Bible
story of Adam and Eve; a story with outcomes that
continue to haunt the female status. God begot Adam
and fashioned Eve from one of Adam's ribs. Thus
Eve, the eternal woman, became the subsidiary of
her male partner, whether private or public. And
below her were the children male and female begot.
Women are storming public bastions increasingly,
becoming deputy prime ministers, foreign
secretaries, premiers and even national leaders for a
time. Yet, in the bowels of global culture, the female
has a long way to go before attaining that elusive of
notions known, for want of a better word, as equality.
The reason? It's something to do with biology,
perhaps, the ability to bear children, as well as a lot of
history. Or is it hormones, or the status of married
women, or lack of child care or the old world order or,
as occasional writer and academic Anne Manne
might have us believe, a woman thing that prefers
babies to public life? All of these factors play a part.
And, for some centuries now, writers and advocates
have been debating the issue while women lose out in
the pay stakes.
All this time, and longer, women's fundamental
problem in employment as paid workers has been
their maternal potential, whether mothers or not.
Bearing children is not an illness but a function, while
paid employment is about making profit and
sustainability where employees are functionaries of
an industry. Where an employee (female) is both
functionary (employee) of a company and potential
supplier (functionary) of a family, problems arise.
For eons (as employees) males have been able to
divorce themselves from personal and private duties they have wives to care for their children if they are
fathers. Women, however, due to their divided
functionary nature, have long been seen as caught
between their primary home duties while mothers of
small children and their duties as paid workers if
employed.
The answers to the female dilemma have echoed over
centuries from (i) “don't have children” (nuns and
career women), (ii) “marry well” and a man will
provide, (iii) take the homemaker option of
enjoyment in being a mother while finding fulfilment
in home industries, whether paid or not, to (iv)
become the most unfortunate citizen of all as a single
mother working for the lowest of wages while trying
to support various offspring.
Labor’s Paid Parental Leave scheme is envisaged as
serving a dual purpose – (a) making it possible for
women to continue their careers while becoming
mothers and (b) ensuring that employed parents will
be able to care for their infants after birth without
significant loss of income.
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As the Paid Parental Leave Draft Report – the Report
testing the government’s recommendations - made
clear, in spite of Australia not having a paid maternity
leave scheme, the non-hypothecated baby-bonus of
$5000 from the birth of the child alongside generous
family payments, mean that “family subsidies are
comparatively generous by OECD standards”.
Yet, while generous, the structure of such family
payments does not ensure an employed woman's
career can continue when interrupted by the birth of
a child. Paid parental leave in place of the baby bonus
and some family payments, as the Draft Report
indicated, would mean that “women formerly outside
the labour force have incentives to become
employed”. Alas, with unemployment numbers
growing, the timing of the Paid Parental Leave
scheme, in some ways, could not be worse for
women. And the effects of the global recession are
predicted to continue for a good while yet.

THE ANNE MANNE LAMENT
In her Quarterly Essay “Love and Money” (Issue 29,
2008), writer Anne Manne condemns the idea of full
time work for mothers as “the 1950s male life
pattern”. She quotes surveys that indicate how only 5
per cent of Australian women, “in the absence of
financial need”, prefer full time work. She blames the
“unlamented WorkChoices” for deteriorating labourmarket conditions for casual and low-skilled workers
and advocates policies from government that
recognise women's preference for flexible and parttime workforce engagement, especially while they
are mothers.
In all this, Anne Manne forgets to mention that it was
conservative politicians John Howard and Peter
Costello – both in opposition and government – who
led the movement for a more flexible labour market.
The “1950s male life pattern” was very much the
structure perpetuated by old style male dominated
trades unions, rusted on to Victorian working class
values of father the bread winner, mother the
homemaker.
Winding back the “Industrial Relations Club” of cosy
deals between unions and bosses to fix wages and
conditions, aided and abetted by industrial legislation
from the federal government, took decades to
overturn. This old system very much favoured full
time workers – mostly men – and was rigid and
unprofitable once global protectionism began to
disappear. The flexibility that evolved from a freed up
labour market made possible the entry into the
workforce of thousands of “second income earners” married women supplementing the family wage while
rearing young children. It is Anne Manne's lament
that women are somehow the victims in all this.
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“How women live is up to the women themselves,”
Manne asserts. This sentiment is understandable
coming from Anne Manne, whose background is
outer suburban supermarket queues, hot bread
shops and green hills, where life has been relatively
easy these past two decades. Where the rents are
modest, the air clear and local communities friendly
and supportive. A great place to be a woman, running
a small home business, trailing after youngsters,
swapping gossip or, like Anne Manne, doing all this
while being paid to write, after riding horses.
What Manne overlooks, however, is how the feminine
impulse to be “homemaker” first and employee
second is the very hook on which women's long term
financial independence is caught. Take casual or parttime employment for starters. It's a great second
income support. But it requires a first income to
make it reliable. Decades past, many women suffered
dramatic financial upheaval with the death of a
husband; today it's more likely to be divorce.
Maintenance payments may or may not tide a single
parent over but nothing can replace a full time job. As
a woman loses her skills or fails to develop them, the
chances of gaining a good job to support her family
will disappear.
This difficulty for women is outlined in the Paid
Parental Leave Report. On average, a woman's
lifetime earnings are significantly depleted by
becoming a mother – 31 per cent for a first child, a
further 13 per cent for a second child and another 9
per cent for a third child. Work experiences holding
women back after becoming mothers are also listed i) absence from the labour market, ii) choosing
occupations that are more flexible to make possible
combining family duties, and iii) punctuated careers
that lead to lower quality jobs. The inevitable
conclusion is that a woman's “tenuous” attachment to
the labour market makes her “more economically
vulnerable if her relationship breaks down, even
when that occurs years after the birth of her
children”.

PROPERTY TO POVERTY – THE
WORKING MUM
Sadly, over centuries, it has not been the case that
how women live is “up to themselves”. Social history
charts the plight of women as the sex that has always
been regarded as either in need of protection - hence
the harem and purdah and women being the
“property” of husbands and fathers – or in need of
instruction or both. As US feminist and New York
Times columnist Catherine MacKenzie once
observed:
The notion that women will get into
mischief if they get a minute to relax and
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take a deep breath is very old indeed.
People once said that if a woman didn't
spend the whole day basting and turning
things over an open fire they'd be up to no
good; it was a strong argument against the
introduction of the cooking stove.
This “Peter Pumpkin Eater” view of women as
needing to be watched – either for their own
protection or to keep them out of mindless trouble –
has been very hard to shift in all its forms. Add to that
the ongoing connection of female public involvement
with the role of mother and it is not hard to
understand why. Unmarried women leaders with no
children, like Julia Gillard, are the focus of media
attention for their disinterest in kitchens while
married women leaders who are parents are
obsessively observed as to who is minding their
children.
It may be 2009, but women and children are still
locked together as a unit in the public mind. While
the Paid Parental Leave initiative attempts
bipartisanship in its language (ie “parental”) there is
no avoiding the fact that “parental leave” principally
means leave from work for a mother. For, as long as
women have been part of the workforce, how to best
care for children as a result has been the question.
The history of child care is indeed a history of the
place of women in society. Even when fathers had
total control over families, women found their status
alongside their offspring. None of this, however,
excluded child care outside family life. Ironically,
today's discussions about what's best for children
have echoes in centuries of social policy surrounding
family life. What is enlightened now is the added
emphasis on the importance of both parents in the
early months of a child's life.

MINDING THE CHILDREN
In her comprehensive and thoroughly researched
Minding The Children – Childcare in America From
Colonial Times to the Present, Geraldine Youcha
demonstrates, that the separation of families and non
parental care for children is nothing new. What's
more, western civilisation has been experimenting
with a handful of similar ideas over centuries,
repeating them and reacting from one or another of
them only to return to something done before, in a
remarkable cycle of child care fashions. In this, the
employment of women has been both a cause and
a liability.
In colonial times, America sent its best and brightest
lads to apprenticeships with masters. This system of
indenture produced cruelty and abuse, as well as
great leaders. Childhood was short and young boys
found themselves, from the age of nine or ten,

bonded to a teacher/master for years. Benjamin
Franklin ran away from his indenture and afterwards
referred to this as “one of the first errata of my life”.
The system was harsh – as was life at the time – and
for those who succeeded, as most did, it also
produced the ethic of egalitarianism that
underpinned American values - that a man would be
successful from what he could endure and achieve
rather than because of his background.
Women, in these early times, had little control over
what happened to their children. Even less if they
became widowed. But, as widows, their best chance
of keeping their children was in their being able to
support themselves financially – whether by taking
on small businesses or by taking their children with
them to work. Alternatively, a woman might remarry
– as many did.
This pattern of choice for a woman as a single parent
has left its mark on women in employment ever since.
The stories of families surviving widowhood or the
penury forcing home labour of women and children
are some of the most tragic. Children who worked all
day in crowded tenements helping mothers and
never knew play. Children who roamed the streets
with a mother selling cheap goods, where a mother
could at least keep an eye on them while working.
Children who never had dolls only the real thing of a
younger sibling to look after while mother worked.
Without social welfare, family units were often in
danger from penury. As Youcha puts it:
Before there were orphanages there were
almshouses, and before almshouses there
was child abandonment. And accompanying
abandonment was infanticide, the ultimate
remedy... Orphanages were established for
the best of reasons to handle children at the
worst of times.
Invariably, such worst of times linked mothers with the
lack of care for children – either because a mother had
died or was financially incapable. Not surprisingly,
being a working mother meant drudgery. Hence, the
ideal of family life for middle class Victorians became
the woman at home, relieved of the burden of paid
employment, with a husband to provide. This was an
ideal that resurfaced in the 1950s following World War
2 and the mass employment of women in industry
during the war years.
As Youcha demonstrates, part of the problem for
women in taking up careers has been the continuing
prejudice that women who worked were mainly
marking time before marriage, and that these were
younger, single women who were not supporting
families: “Women’s jobs and women’s wages reflected
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the expectation that a man supported a family with
what he earned, but a woman did not.” (Youcha,
p 311)
Such prejudice remained into the late twentieth
century and, some would argue, has not been
overcome today when the take-home pay for
industries heavily populated by female workers
compares unfavourably with industries dominated by
men. Women, on average, still take home lower
salaries. The family that depends on a mother’s wage
is assumed to be worse off financially than one
supported by a father’s salary. The old stereotype of
the penurious single mother survives.

CATCH 22 WITH LIPSTICK
So it has been a vicious circle for working women. A
working career for a mother continues to accompany
a great deal of parenting. Women who are mothers
are understood to be handicapped by their demands
at home, whether fairly or not. Women, as a result,
continue to fight for equal pay for equal work. Enter
Paid Parental Leave as a step forward to level the
playing field.
But, as the GFC bites and even recovery when it
comes, with government cutbacks and eventually the
need to repay stimulus and nation building incurred
debt, small business will be battered. The added cost
of PPL, regardless of whether the government picks
up most of the costs, will not be attractive. As business
contracts, with financial meltdown, it could well be the
potential mother at work or applying for a job who is
seen as a liability by many small employers.
Big business can happily factor in a government paid
PPL. However, small business (under 20 employees),
which employs some 3.8 million Australians, is not so
comfortably situated. And with the reintroduction of
unfair dismissal laws from 1 July 2009, small business
is already gearing up for added costs surrounding
employment.
Given the choice between an older woman past child
bearing age, a young woman who may be looking to
start a family or increase one, or a young man, the
young female might no longer seem a good bet.
Especially as unemployment queues grow and older
Australians losing out on superannuation
investments seek to stay in the workforce.
Sadly, in spite of a PPL scheme that is generous to
both taxpayer and employer, a woman’s desire to be
a parent seems likely to continue to impede her
employment prospects as much as it ever has.
Anne Henderson is Deputy Director of The Sydney
Institute
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CORRESPONDENCE
SAYING NO TO MR FIRTH

C

harles Firth has been commissioned to produce a
satirical documentar y series titled “The
Complete and Utter History of Australia” which will
be shown on ABC 1. It will be similar in style to
Charles Firth’s Mr Firth Goes To Washington which
aired on SBS TV earlier this year. Charles Firth
phoned Gerard Henderson to invite him to be
interviewed for the program. The request was
considered but declined. The following correspondence
examines the offer and the rejection.

  

Email From Charles Firth
To Gerard Henderson – 29 April 2009
Gerard
Nice to talk to you then. As I said on the phone, I'm in
the process of producing a satirical documentary
series called “The Complete and Utter History of
Australia”. The idea behind the series is to take real
events from history, as told by real commentators, and
then re-enact them in a satirical fashion in order to
make nerdy 14 year old students interested in history.
We would want to mostly focus on your areas of
expertise, so mainly subjects like the formation of the
Liberal Party, the Menzies era, and, as you said,
Federation and the 1890s. But we're also interested in
getting your opinions about the headline issues that
have been part of the “History Wars” of the past few
years. But I don't want the debates to be trite. I want
informed debate, and, to be very clear, we intend to
get comedy out of all sides of the debate in our
reenactments. One of the main points of the series is
to show how historiography works: that different
commentators can have wildly different opinions
about the same set of events.
But to be very clear: we're interested in getting serious
interviews with serious experts, and we'll be the ones
adding the comedy alongside that. Like in Mr Firth
Goes to Washington, the experts are not treated
satirically. They are there to propel the narrative. The
experts provide the straight analysis, and then I put a
layer of comedy and satire on top of that.
I can send you a more detailed document if you want,
but that gives you a pretty good overview of what
we're trying to achieve.
In terms of my background, I set up The Chaser team
back in 1999, and have done all of their shows (I was
the US correspondent on “War on Everything”).
Then, last year I set up my own production company
and made a comedy documentary for SBS about the

US elections (which got nominated for a Logie). This
will be my eighth TV series.
The interview would probably last about an hour and
would ideally be done in your office at the Sydney
Institute (or somewhere that has books etc in the
background). We're filming next Thursday (7th
May), so that would be ideal. But we could arrange
any time in the next few weeks, really.
I hope you’re interested.
Charles Firth

  

Email From Gerard Henderson
To Charles Firth – 7 May 2009
Charles
Thanks for your note of 29 April. Apologies for the
delay in responding but I did not have the time to
view Mr Firth Goes To Washington until last night.
After careful consideration, I have decided not to
accept your kind invitation to be interviewed for your
forthcoming satirical documentary The Complete and
Utter History of Australia.
I recognise that there would be certain benefits for
me in being interviewed for the documentary – along
the lines of those interviewed in Mr Firth Goes to
Washington. My problem turns on the documentary’s
likely tone. During our conversation last Wednesday,
you indicated that your Australian series would be
similar in approach to your American documentary.
My problem with Mr Firth Goes to Washington is that
it ran an essentially fashionable leftist line. I do not
believe that I should provide legitimacy for The
Complete and Utter History of Australia – since it is
likely to be of similar tone.
Also, Mr Firth Goes to Washington engaged in Chaserstyle sneering at what one participant in the program
dismissively referred to as the “poorly educated” middle
class. There were familiar sneers at social conservatives
who hold traditional views on marriage. And there were
the familiar vox-pops where you – as the on-camera
talent – ridiculed people in the street who did not know
the meaning of such words as “irony” and “metaphor”.
The documentary even ended with the familiar scene
where a Chaser-type attempts to enter a building –
thereby making fun of lowly paid janitors and the like.
I have always held the view that educated types should
not mock the less educated. Consequently, I do not
want to be associated with a satirical documentary
which is likely to target men and women who are not
well equipped to defend themselves intellectually.
So, while I appreciate your offer, I must decline your
invitation.
Best wishes
Gerard Henderson
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BILL HENSON AND ALL THAT

published comments about the controversy which
the Good Weekend article initiated.

In 2008 the planned exhibition of Bill Henson’s
photography in a Sydney art gallery ignited considerable
media attention and some controversy. The exhibition
closed, there was a police investigation and prominent
politicians engaged in the public debate. Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd condemned Henson’s photography of nude
pre-pubescent children. Opposition leader Malcolm
Turnbull took a much softer line.

2. As I understand it, the reference to Bill Henson
being invited to a primary school occupied one
paragraph in The Henson Case and that this paragraph
was fully reproduced in the Good Weekend. In other
words, I had read your comments about this matter in
the context in which they were written.

Sydney Morning Herald journalist and ABC1 Insiders
panel member David Marr entered the fray with the
publication of his book The Henson Case (Text
Publishing). It was serialised in the Good Weekend on 4
October 2008 and the issue was discussed on Insiders on
Sunday 5 October 2008. The following correspondence
between Gerard Henderson and David Marr covers the
propriety of discussing the contents of a book which has
been sold for serialisation to the print media and,
consequently, held back from distribution by a
publisher until the newspaper extract is printed.

  

Email From Gerard Henderson
To David Marr – 9 October 2008
David
I received a phone call from a Melbourne primary
school principal last night about an interview which
you did with Libbi Gore on Metropolitan Radio 774
yesterday afternoon. I cannot find a recording of this
interview on the ABC’s website – so, at the moment,
I only have the principal’s advice to go on.
According to my source, Libbi Gore played a
comment which I made about you on the Insiders
program on Sunday 5 October and asked you to
comment. I mentioned your response to criticism of a
paragraph in your book The Henson Case which was
serialised in Good Weekend on 4 October – viz, that a
Melbourne primary school principal invited Bill
Henson into a school to search for models.
I was asked by Insiders to comment on the coverage
of this matter in the Sun-Herald and Sunday Age. I
quoted your comment in the Sunday Age, viz: “The
general public do not understand how the visual arts
community operates and it comes as a shock to some
people when they find out.” My comment went along
the line that the general public did understand how
the Bill Henson and visual arts community operates –
and that the general public does not like it.

3. Text Publishing did a deal with the Good Weekend
whereby it obtained rights to The Henson Case – the
book was not released until Monday 6 October.
According to your reported comments to Libbi Gore,
no one had a right to comment on the Good Weekend
extract until the book become available some days
later. This is convenient for you – but, in effect, is an
attempt at censorship.
4. I know that you have had an easy media run on this
issue. You have avoided any tough debates and have
engaged in one-to-one interviews. Some of these were
particularly soft – especially your very long
conversation with Fran Kelly on Radio National
Breakfast last Monday. But it is surely asking too
much to expect that I should not refer to your reported
comments by the Sunday press simply because your
publisher decided not to release your book until some
days after the Good Weekend was published.
Best wishes
Gerard Henderson
Copy to Libbi Gore

  

Email From David Marr
To Gerard Henderson – 9 October 2008
Gerard
My point was that if you'd read the book you'd have
seen one of its fundamental objectives is to understand
community feeling about Henson. I know the question
was about the extract but your answer dismissed the
project. The cheap shot at the moment - from Miranda
[Devine] (who has admitted to me she got it wrong)
[Andrew] Bolt and by implication you is that I'm
ignorant of or indifferent to popular opinion. It's an old
old canard. That is - essentially - my subject. As for the
point you were making: my view is both sides (though
there are an infinite number of sides in this debate)
need to understand each other.
David.

  

I understand that when Libbi Gore put this comment
to you – you replied along the lines that, unlike me,
you did not comment on books which you have not
read. This is disingenuous – and a cheap shot.

Email From Gerard Henderson
To David Marr – 10 October 2008

The facts are as follows:

David

1. As I made clear on Insiders, I was not commenting
on your book The Henson Case but, rather, on your

You know how Insiders works. I was asked to
comment on statements made by you which were
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BOOK
REVIEWS

reported in the Sunday Age and Sun Herald on
Sunday 5 October. What was I to do – decline to say
anything because Text Publishing has decided not to
release your book until Monday 6 October?
You also know the facts surrounding the publicity
engendered by The Henson Case. Text Publishing
entered into a commercial agreement with the Good
Weekend whereby the Good Weekend was given
exclusive rights to run extracts from your book. The
substantial extract which was published generated
publicity along with criticism – and you replied to the
latter.
But you told Libbi Gorr on ABC 774 in Melbourne on
Wednesday that I should not have commented on
your response to the controversy until I had read the
book. This is an effective call for censorship – since it
seems that only you, your publisher and your close
friends are entitled to comment on the published
extracts of your book when they are initially
extracted. As I said, this is very convenient for you.
For the record, I did not agree with Miranda Devine’s
initial response to the controversy concerning The
Henson Case and I am not aware of Andrew Bolt’s
response.
But I should point out that it was you who said that
“the general public do not understand how the visual
arts community operates”. So it is quite ok for you to
say that the general community is out of touch with
the arts community. But it is improper for anyone to
suggest that you may be out of touch with the general
community. A double standard, to be sure.
Cheers
Gerard

  

Email From David Marr
To Gerard Henderson – 10 October 2008
Gerard
Can I send you a copy of the book? It doesn't take
long to read and you will then understand you got me
wrong.
David.

John McConnell
B. A. Santamaria: Running The Show
Selected Documents: 1939-1996
Edited by Patrick Morgan
The Miegunyah Press in association with the
State Library of Victoria, hb 2008,
rrp $59.95
ISBN 978052285 4978

B

. A. Santamaria: Running The Show is a
companion volume to B. A. Santamaria: Your
Most Obedient Servant. A review of Your Most
Obedient Servant appeared in the September 2007
issue of The Sydney Institute Quarterly (pages 19-21).
Your Most Obedient Servant reproduced selected
correspondence written by Bob Santamaria during
his working life as a political analyst and strategist.
Running The Show includes documents relating to
organisations that Santamaria led over six decades.
Editor Patrick Morgan applied three main criteria in
selecting documents for inclusion in Running The
Show – the major interests of Bob Santamaria, his
political strategies and general principles influencing
his activities.
Bob Santamaria dedicated his life to activity within
the political sphere, with his Christian beliefs acting
as his driving inspiration. Successful political activity,
Santamaria believed, required disciplined group
action. He was not persuaded by the thought that
millions of individual acts of charity might transform
the world. What counted in Bob Santamaria’s view was
organised group action. Indeed, it was indispensable to
the successful achievement of political goals.

I am always happy to buy books. And I will buy yours.
However, as you will appreciate, I cannot buy a book if
the publisher hasn’t released it - and, if asked,
consequently, can only comment on the extracts which
the publisher has released. My initial email refers.

His modus operandi relied on training cadres in
order to permeate institutions. It was a commitment
he saw as an “apostolate of institutions”. He did not
expect a “fair-go” in this work. Nor did he believe that
personal goodness would provide protection from the
malice of vested interests. Personal toughness was
therefore essential. How else could you override
weakness and treachery? His scenarios were typically
grim. His analyses reflected a propensity for
pessimism. The situation is serious and deteriorating.
Action is urgent. Expect to make personal sacrifices.

Best wishes
Gerard

Some obser vers called it a “crisis mentality”.
Santamaria, himself reflected on sharing an affinity

  

Email From Gerard Henderson
To David Marr – 10 October 2008
David
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with a “political ‘dark night of the soul’ “. Paradox too
was in plentiful supply. Bob Santamaria was
submissive to Australia’s Catholic bishops. Yet, he
remained determined that his view should prevail.
As Patrick Morgan obser ves, Bob Santamaria
possessed an “astonishing self-belief” (429). He was
a good listener. Yet he retained
an inner certainty that
ensured he was essentially
impervious to other opinions.
Subsidiarity - descentralised
decision-making processes was an important principle
to Santamaria. Yet he ran
the ‘Movement” within an
authoritarian structure – a
“top-down authority structure”
in the words of Patrick
Morgan (310). Some of the
organisations Bob Santamaria
led were official bodies of the
Catholic Church. Some were
not. Dividing lines often were
blurred.
Often,
Bob
Santamaria persuaded the
bishops to adopt particular
policies. He then relied on the
bishops’ statements – which
he had frequently drafted – to
defeat dissidents.
Bishop
James O’Collins, appointed by
the bishops to act as formal
overseer of Santamaria and
the Movement, agreed essentially with Santamaria’s
interpretations and way of viewing “the world”.
Bishop O’Collins signed letters written by Bob
Santamaria. As Patrick Morgan remarks, Santamaria
controlled the traffic flow with the bishops both ways.
Morgan includes an interesting discussion on the
nature of the mandate the Catholic bishops may or
may not have given to Santamaria in the early days of
the Movement.
Bob Santamaria began his working life in 1937 as an
employee of the Catholic Church. He remained so
until 1958. The bishops had established the
Australian National Secretariat of Catholic Action
(ANSCA) in 1937. Initially, Bob Santamaria was
second-in-charge but became the director of ANSCA
from 1946 until 1954. In the 1940s–1941 according to
the dominant interpretation – Bob Santamaria
founded the Movement to combat Communism,
setting up the Catholic Social Studies Movement
(CSSM) in 1945.
In the mid-1950s, the CSSM became the Catholic
Social Movement (CSM). The bishops dissolved
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ANSCA in 1954 due to gathering controversy
surrounding Catholic Action. But they did not close
constituent bodies. Santamaria remained Secretary
of the National Catholic Rural Movement (NCRM)
for example. In 1957, Bob Santamaria established a
“lay” organisation – the National Civic Council (NCC)
or “Show”- and became its
president. Meanwhile, he
remained secretary of NCRM.
Simultaneously, Santamaria
led a Catholic organisation
under the authority of the
bishops – the NCRM - that was
forbidden to engage in politics
and a non-Church or lay
organisation – the NCC –
whose purpose was to engage
in political activity. Moreover,
the NCRM acted as the
Movement in provincial areas.
They had interconnected
finances. Some NCC officials
were paid by the NCRM.
The NCC and NCRM shared
overlapping memberships.
Bob
Santamaria
viewed
individuals belonging to both
the NCC and NCRM as having
a primary responsibility to the
work of the NCC. He believed
that the NCC was not merely a
successor organisation to the
Movement. Rather, it was the
same body. He saw the NCC’s continuity dating back
beyond 1957 to 1941. Accordingly, he celebrated the
fiftieth anniversar y of the Movement in 1991.
Santamaria defined the Movement in his own image.
It was “a body which was always moving on, never
resting, seeking new tasks and goals, constantly
striving for self-improvement”. (309) Bob
Santamaria’s political strategy relied fundamentally
on structures inherent to the Catholic Church – its
dioceses, parishes and religious orders.
Despite the NCC’s status as an organisation
independent of the Church, Bob Santamaria
regarded it as functioning under the bishops’
authority. It is not surprising that Bob Santamaria
argued in 1957 that no clear distinction existed in
practice between “Catholic Action” and the “action of
Catholics”. He regarded the Vatican ruling of 17
December 1957 intended to separate official Church
organisations from political activity by Catholics as “a
necessar y legal fiction” (281). Inconsistency
characterised the statements of Santamaria and the
Catholic Church about distinctions between
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“Catholic Action” and the “actions of individual
Catholics”. It is complex and foggy territor y.
Distinctions in practice lack the clarity that theory
appears to afford. “Publicly,” Patrick Morgan notes,
“the bishops and the Movement adopted the strategy
of denial, evasion, vagueness and then limited
admission” (247). Patrick Morgan’s discussion of the
Movement and the complexity surrounding its
activities and relationship with the Catholic Church is
broadly consistent with Gerard Henderson’s
assessment in Mr. Santamaria and the Bishops
(Studies in the Christian Movement, St. Patrick’s
College, Manly, NSW, 1982).
Chapter 12 of Running the Show includes documents
relating to the serious internal split that occurred in
the NCC between 1978 and 1982. The dispute arose
over the priority the NCC should give to trade union
activity versus action in universities and society
targeting Marxist-nihilism thought and the
permissive society. Right from the start, Morgan
notes, Santamaria saw it as a challenge to his
command of the NCC which he had founded (378,
381). In Your Most Obedient Servant, Patrick Morgan
had noted perceptively: “Others in his organisation
were not on an equal footing. He disliked those who
let him down more than his political foes” (560). Bob
Santamaria quickly became “instigator” and “driver”
in the dispute with John Maynes, Gerald Mercer, et
al. (380) Writs, lock-outs and, ultimately, dismissals
followed. Subsequently, Bob Santamaria referred to
his former colleagues as “our separated brethren”
(380).
A “religious-type schism” had been endured
successfully. Santamaria saw himself as leader of a
group bound together by fundamentally religious
bonds. He believed he was doing the work of
providence (429-430, 441). Surely it was not possible
for Movement leaders to head in an erroneous
direction. Santamaria spoke with an “urgent
apocalyptic tone” (428). Loyalty, obedience and
orthodoxy were imperatives – just as Santamaria
insisted must be so within the Catholic Church and
its religious orders. Subordinates were expected to
obey commands. Otherwise, they risked losing the
leader’s trust.
Patrick Morgan observes that the leadership of the
Movement enjoyed “extensive powers of discipline
and direction over its members” (127). The
Movement, he writes, came to reflect “some of the
characteristics of a sect or cult, with Santamaria as allpowerful leader” (396). Morgan makes the general
observation that Santamaria “had a complex legal
mind: he was a master at devising rules for

organisational structures and at writing water-tight
constitutions, but he was also a master of getting
around those rules if present conditions demanded
something different”. (440)
Document 90 in Running The Show is revealing. It
relates to Bob Santamaria’s expectations of staff. In
the early 1970s, I had agreed to work for Bob
Santamaria for a two to three year period. From 1971
to 1973, I worked at the National Headquarters,
located then in Riversdale Road, Hawthorn in
Melbourne. During this period, I also undertook
university studies as a mature-age student. The first
two years proceeded smoothly enough. My third and
final year was a very different matter. With Gerard
Henderson, who was then an academic at La Trobe
University, I had agreed to work on the NCC paper
News Weekly in 1973, with a view to improving its
quality. Henderson had volunteered to write the
weekly editorial.
News Weekly was a polemical paper, strong on stating
“the line”, short on analysis. Bob Santamaria, Gerard
Henderson and I commenced weekly editorial
meetings. They were held for around an hour early
on Wednesday mornings. News Weekly’s editor, Ted
Madden, was invited to the weekly editorial meetings;
following the first meeting, he decided not to attend
subsequent meetings.. Within a remarkably short
time, the editorial meetings descended into briefing
sessions. The meeting would commence, Bob
Santamaria would nominate the issues for the week
and dictate the respective “lines”. Meeting over. It
was a far cry from the original agreement. The
understandings that we had brought to the meetings
based on agreements with Bob Santamaria in late
1972 to reform the paper were in tatters.
We registered our disappointment. Bob Santamaria
then began to refer critically to people who were only
95 per cent or thereabouts on side with policy. He
became annoyed and impatient. He had drawn a line
in the sand. During the ensuing months, it became
clear that recovery was out of the question. I was
aware certain individuals had fallen out of favour with
Bob Santamaria for one reason or another. I resigned
at the end of 1973 and Gerard Henderson
discontinued his involvement with the News Weekly
meetings at the same time.
Working on a daily basis with Bob Santamaria –
particularly on policy matters – did involve some risk.
Questioning a policy or associating with someone out
of favour could undermine and even destroy Bob
Santamaria’s trust. Bob Santamaria demanded loyalty
from staff. His focus was on what staff could do next
rather than recalling good work done. He was very
conscious that employees had narrowly defined
roles. An interesting contrast in values was at work.
Place high value on earning the respect of opponents.
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Be ready to remove trust from those working closely
with you - as document 90 makes clear (382 – 387).
It didn’t happen to everyone. Some individuals who
worked closely with Bob Santamaria over a long
period of time avoided straying “off-line”. But the
danger was there. And if it happened, a ruthless
streak in the organisation came into play. The
bitterness of the internal split of 1978 to 1982 is
understandable in this context.

analysis of his former boss; if published, it will expose
conversations apparently that took place between
the two.
Kim Edward Beazley AO (1917–2007) was one
parliamentarian who gained widespread respect –
along with some enmity – for valuing moral integrity
with his words and actions. Kim E. Beazley served as
the Labor Member for Freemantle from 1945 to 1977.
His son, Kim Christian Beazley, retired from federal
parliament at the 2007 federal election and with John
Bond finalised these memoirs following the death of
Kim Beazley Snr.

The surprise is that Bob Santamaria chose in the first
place to establish a political organisation and strategy
so closely linked to the leaders and structures of the
Catholic Church. He then continued to maintain this
essential approach over the decades. The question of
its suitability as a political model – allied to the
persona that Bob Santamaria brought in such a
political-religious mix to his role in “running the
show” - will no doubt continue to gain attention and
analysis in forthcoming decades.

Kim E. Beazley entered federal parliament following
the death of Prime Minister John Curtin. It was the
final months of World War II. Beazley became the
youngest MP at that time. By the time he retired from
parliament in 1977, he had become the longest
serving member, earning the title of “Father of the
House”.

Patrick Morgan has written cautiously and
moderately and with impressive insight. He
has provided ver y helpful introductions to
documents. His commentar y is reflective and
perceptive. Lest there be any confusion, I do not
believe that I have ever met or spoken to Patrick
Morgan.

The memoirs generally do not delve into family
matters. However, it is clear that Kim Beazley’s
childhood years were difficult. His father drank and
gambled recklessly. Scholarships enabled Beazley to
attend university. He became a tutor in history and
joined the teachers’ union executive, becoming
senior vice-president in 1944.

Unfortunately, both volumes are basically identical in
appearance, except for variations in the titles that
follow B.A Santamaria’s name on the jackets.
Potential readers giving a cursory glance in the
direction of the two volumes could easily decide
there is one book only. That would be regrettable.
Both volumes deserve a wide readership.

In 1953, Kim Beazley attended a Moral Re-Armament
conference in Switzerland. He went there for ten
days. He was to remain for seven weeks. It was a time
of deep personal reflection and of profound personal
significance.

The Memoirs of Kim E. Beazley:
Father of the House - with annotations
by Kim C. Beazley and John Bond
Freemantle Press pb 2009
rrp $27.95
ISBN 9781921361425
Politicians generally do not enjoy high status in
Australia. Surveys invariably place parliamentarians
way down the list among some very dubious groups
in any measure of status or respect. Many politicians
help to bring this situation on themselves.
The Liberals’ Tony Abbott, while demonstrating the
courage of his convictions on many an occasion,
argued against a republic on the basis that you
couldn’t trust politicians to select a president. The
Latham Diaries poured scorn on former colleagues
and revealed private conversations. Now, Latham’s
former private secretary has penned a psychological
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Beazley decided to reject a life based on selfgratification. Instead, he chose to enshrine integrity
and self-discipline as guiding stars. He decided to
search for what was right, aim for honesty and,
remarkably for a politician, to avoid the suppression
of inconvenient information. He made a commitment
to examine on a daily basis “the challenge of how to
live out God’s will and to turn the searchlight of
absolute honesty onto my motives” (310).
Living in accord with conscience, Beazley senior
believed, was superior to surrendering to a drive for
personal power. Conscience, he believed, was more
conducive to social advance than the possession of
power. Religion (he had moved from the Church of
Christ to the Anglican Church) was “a force for
sanity” in the world (39). He decided not to abuse
others in his parliamentary speeches. “Politics is so
much a matter of discrediting and defeating others,”
he noted, “that politicians become expert in selfjustification”(89).
Kim E. Beazley concluded that he had become
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conceited. He had become arrogant and aloof. He
had treated a number of people with contempt. It was
too late to apologise to his father. However, he did
make apologies to a number of people including his
wife (Betty Judge) and sister (Merrilyn). The wily
political journalist, Alan Reid – nicknamed Red Fox –
noticed that Kim Beazley had returned from
Switzerland minus his snarl and “attitude”.
Conceivably, Beazley’s principles may have led to
some matters not making it to the pages of his
memoirs. But his fundamental
concerns are clear enough. He
had an uneasy relationship
with Labor leader Dr.
Bert Evatt. Their relationship
deteriorated over time. “We
differed fundamentally on our
approach to communism”.
(98)
Evatt was soft on inter=
national communism and
lacked wisdom. He consulted
colleagues rarely and did not
consult before launching his
attack on B. A. Santamaria and
the Movement in 1954. Evatt’s
abrasive personality, the
memoirs note, meant the ALP
split was not healed (103).
Beazley suspected that the
arteriosclerosis of the brain
that resulted in Evatt’s death
was a factor in his increasingly
erratic judgement over the
years (91).
Prior to the defection of Soviet
diplomat Vladimir Petrov in
1954, Kim Beazley’s suspicions about the loyalties of
some members of Evatt’s staff had been aroused. He
thought that they had associations with “people
whom, I concluded, had a stronger allegiance to the
Soviet Union than to democratic government” (97).
Beazley expressed his concern to Evatt. Evatt reacted
furiously. He accused Beazley of going to ASIO
behind his back and told him to drop the matter. Kim
Beazley subsequently raised the matter with Prime
Minister Menzies but avoided implicating any
members of Dr Evatt’s staff.
Beazley’s discussion of the left-dominated ALP
following the Split suggests there were many
awkward decisions. He was forced sometimes to
vote against his personal judgement, he records, but
never against his conscience (48). Beazley
disapproved of the influential section among the

trade union leadership in the 1960s that accepted
Stalin’s dictum that true socialists always acted in the
interests of the Soviet Union (99). Communism was
“a powerful force in the Labor Party”, he notes, and
many on the left were subservient to the Soviet
Union, simply following Kremlin directives (99, 105,
118).
Success at the 1972 federal election led to Beazley’s
appointment as federal Minister for Education.
The time as Education Minister gave special
significance and purpose to
his long parliamentary life,
most of which was spent
on the opposition benches.
He introduced needs-based
funding for all schools,
abolished university fees and
gave the opportunity to
Aboriginal children to receive
bilingual education – in their
own language with English as
a second language. Kim Beazley
became “broken hearted”
over
Gough
Whitlam’s
leadership.
Whitlam failed to consult
his colleagues over the
appointment of Sir John Kerr
as Governor-General and
Senator Vince Gair as
Ambassador to Ireland. Nor
did he consult widely before
authorising Tirath Khemlani
to borrow Middle Eastern
money on behalf of the
government. It was a similar
story with the 25 per cent cut
in tariffs, the Iraqi loan affair, equal pay, and East
Timor. Gough Whitlam, Beazley concluded, was let
down by his judgement of people (230).
Lionel Murphy had an “implacable hostility to church
schools” (194). Beazley anguished over Murphy’s
changes to the divorce laws. He believed that they
trivalised marriage. He opposed moves to easy
abortion. Reflecting on Gough Whitlam’s stance in
favour of abortion and in opposition to capital
punishment, he observed that it was okay to execute
the innocent while commuting the death penalty on
the guilty (235). The Whitlam Government was
creating new vulnerable sections within the
community as it sought to resolve the plight of
existing vulnerable groups (233-234).
Kim Beazley records his biggest mistake as his walkout from the 1955 ALP special conference in Hobart
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at the time of the ALP Split. It helped to cement the
Split, he records with obvious regret (101-102). At
that conference, Frank (Joe) Chamberlain barred the
Victorian delegation, installing a left-wing antigrouper replacement. Chamberlain admitted this was
necessary to ensure victory for the Evatt forces
(101).
Arguably, there was another ALP meeting where
Kim Beazley’s participation might have been even
more critical than the 1955 conference. This was a
Federal Executive meeting in October 1954. With
Beazley in attendance, the then 12 member body
almost certainly would have divided 6–6. Without
Beazley – who attended a Moral Re-Armament
meeting overseas at the time the Executive met – the
vote went 7–5 in favour of the Evatt–Chamberlain
forces. Kim Beazley believed that the Victorian
Branch should have rolled with the punches to fight
another day after the exclusion of the state executive
at the 1955 conference. He thought that forming the
DLP was foolish.
Beazley’s argument was based on widespread
Victorian support for the sacked executive. This, he
believed, might have enabled its re-election some
time down the track. The argument skips over the
reality of the numbers at the federal ALP level at the
time. Incidentally, after two decades in the political
wilderness for the ALP, including two federal
elections (1961, 1969) where DLP preferences were
decisive to the outcome, Joe Chamberlain in
company with Bill Hartley were in there opposing
Gough Whitlam’s reform of the Victorian branch at
the end of the 1960s This time, the numbers were
with Whitlam and Clyde Cameron. The DLP’s
“roadblock” strategy had worked – to an extent.
Kim C. Beazley writes in the introduction to the
memoirs that his father believed that two matters
constituted his contribution to national life: working
to improve the lives of Australia’s Indigenous people
and ending sectarian divisions over school funding.
Kim E. Beazley’s memoirs reveal that the family
“found no satisfactory answer” to the many strains
that parliamentary life place on family life (138).
For the record it is worth mentioning as an endnote
that Father of the House states incorrectly that the
death of Arthur Calwell’s “only child” occurred in
1948. Rather, it was the death of the only son in the
Calwell family.
John McConnell is the author of several senior
textbooks
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Stephen Matchett

T

hree new biographies of Labor heroes,
demonstrate the dominance of the broad left in
the politics of Australian ideas. Perhaps we need a
biography of Andrew Fisher, the first Labor prime
minister with the numbers in parliament and time in
office to implement an agenda, but two lives
published within months of each other, demonstrate
more than a coincidence in the academic interests of
David Day (Andrew Fisher:Prime Minister of
Australia, (Harper Collins)) and Peter Bastian
(Andrew Fisher: An Underestimated Man, (UNSW
Press)). Rather, it reflects an assumption that all the
interesting ideas and attractive individuals are on the
Labor side of the fence. While there is a ten-year-old
biography of first prime minister Edward Barton, J A
LaNauze’s life of Deakin is nearly 50 years old. We
know a great deal more about the Labor founding
fathers, with biographies of Chris Watson and
William Morris Hughes, than we do of their
conservative confreres.
This does not mean the Labor leaders are
especially interesting or important. Indeed, given
the absence of revealing personal papers or service
in an extraordinary age, it is hard to imagine any
but the most obsessive reading two biographies of
Andrew Fisher. In both these authors’ accounts he
comes across as worthy, but not a little dull, a
suitable subject for a doctoral dissertation rather
than a biography written with a general audience in
mind.
But Fisher obviously attracted biographers where,
doctoral dissertations apart, Prime Minister Joseph
Cook does not (granted there is a 1989 biography of
George Reid). One reason for the books about Fisher
is that he was one of the few Labor leaders without a
biographer (can lives of Matthew Charlton and Frank
Tudor be far away?) and Labor-inclined scholars
appear to believe they are obligated to write up the
achievements of their side. More important is the
way Fisher was the Gough Whitlam of his age, a
pragmatic politician when it came to winning
elections but an idealist who believed that the state
could transform society and change it fast – that
Australia could be a working class paradise.
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Jenny Hocking has pursued the same iconographic
path in writing about Gough Whitlam. Despite the
enormous amount Whitlam and his army of acolytes
have already written about his achievements,
Professor Hocking has produced the first volume of a
biography that details the leader’s life until the 1972
campaign launch (Gough Whitlam: A Moment in
History, MUP). A year ago her book would have
interested only Labor loyalists and the most
obsessive readers of political history. Whitlam’s term
in government was eventful, but it was brief and in a
world that had apparently turned away from his belief
in the big spending state his ideas and achievements
appeared as irrelevant as they were modest. But
Professor Hocking hit the historical jackpot in
publishing just as the Rudd Government responded
to the global financial crisis by embracing Whitlam’s
economic approach. What was of only historical
interest a year ago is now on the policy agenda.

LABOR LEGENDS – PITY ABOUT THE
HISTORY
These three authors have all focused on the practice
of reforming Labor leaders, producing books that are
full of examples for Kevin Rudd on how to spend up
big in pursuit of Labor ideals.
But it is Brian Matthews’s large life of historian
Manning Clark (Manning Clark: A Life, Allen &
Unwin) that best demonstrates the intellectual
dominance of the left in Australian political history.
Unlike Fisher, Clark was never a machine man and
that immensely disciplined practical politician would
undoubtedly have found the historian’s self
indulgence at least odd and more likely appalling.
But, as with Whitlam, Clark appeals to the broad left’s
assumption that in Australia advocates of the
reforming state act from the purest motives, and are
better read and much more interesting than the
conservatives. Both Hocking and Matthews’ work,
and the response to it, demonstrate the left
intelligentsia will forgive well-read left thinkers
anything. As Labor leader, Whitlam won two national
elections but the ill-discipline of his government
ensured Labor was out of office for three terms and
when it did return to government the Hawke-Keating
ministries were anxious to avoid any comparison with
their predecessor. Whitlam set the Labor tradition of
the commanding state back a generation – and yet his
learning helps make him a hero.
People consider Clark in the same context. Just as
Whitlam was far from a master politician, on any
academic assessment, Clark was not much of an
historian. As Matthews reports, his research and
writing was sloppy and he was much more interested
in the canvas of a big-picture past on which he could
paint parables of the way he imagined the world, than

in a document based analysis of what actually
occurred. But Clark is adored because like Whitlam
he is seen as the intellectual outsider, struggling to
explain the way the world should be to the uncaring
and the ignorant. For left leaning people who grew up
during the long Labor exile from 1949 to 1972 one
way to cope with political failure was to take comfort
in a sense of superiority to the ill-read conservatives.
And Clark’s work was a source of succour in the
wilderness.
These four biographies all have a contemporary
political role to play. It is not that the authors are
polemicists or that they allow their own opinions free
rein over the evidence. But in expanding the
pantheon of Labor heroes past they assure Labor
loyalists present that they support the party of ideas
and ideals, the party of readers, writers and thinkers.
Never mind that Fisher failed to implement his vision
and bailed out on beneficial terms when it suited him
to retire. Never mind Whitlam is still celebrated for
the way he lost office rather than for his economic
record. Never mind that Clark’s record as a scholar is
not especially strong. They all fought the good fight
for the sort of people modern Labor admires. Fisher
and Whitlam were nation builders of a big state kind
and Clark offered a moral vision that associated
virtue with a set of assumptions about the way the
countr y should be. These four books are all
sacerdotal additions to the canon of Labor legends
which teaches that only the ALP and its associates
ever care about the country – that the conservatives
are variously ignorant, opportunists or incapable of
advancing the interests of ordinary Australians.

ANDREW FISHER – TWO STUDIES
The two Fisher biographies are typical Labor lives.
Both emphasise Fisher’s public achievements and
pay less attention to his private ambitions. In large
part this is because Fisher left few written records of
his personal life. Perhaps it is also because men of his
era and class did not communicate their emotions.
But in the absence of personal insights it makes for
portraits of the public man. Both these books put
Fisher on the public stage rather than examine the
way the private man dealt with the wider world,
because there is not much known to report.
David Day is the most experienced prime ministerial
biographer alive, with his life of Fisher following
studies of John Curtin and Ben Chifley. There is no
denying his mastery of Labor history or his ability to
place his subjects in the context of their times. But
his two previous biographies are portraits of
politicians rather than rounded studies of whole men
– which make them dull reading.
Certainly Day covered all the evidence about Curtin’s
career. But it did not explain how a man plagued by
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depression, over-work and in a constant state of
struggle with the grog ever had the stomach for
politics. Nor is there much sense of the
determination that kept Curtin working for Australia
until he literally dropped.
The same shortcoming was present in his portrait of
Chifley. The Chifley he wrote about was an
impressive individual who never lost sight of his
responsibility to ser ve his
constituents. If Chifley had
not been born, Frank Capra
would have had to create him.
Yet,
even
with
the
extraordinar y character he
had to work with, Day
struggled to present all
aspects of his life. Chifley left
no collection of private papers
and in trying to construct the
private as well as the public
man Day was forced to rely
on marginal sources. Far too
much of the book was a
history of Bathurst, Chifley’s
home town, rather than a
study of Chifley himself and
far too little concerns his
years as treasurer, prime
minister and leader of the
opposition.
Day was similarly stretched in
presenting Chifley's personal
life. He had no information on
why Chifley did not enlist in
World War One and very little
on his childless marriage. He tried to demonstrate
the length and complexity of his relationships with
ladies not his wife despite the absence of significant
hard evidence. The difficulty for Day was that beyond
the public persona he simply did not have enough to
work with.
He had the same problem with Fisher, who left public
and private, but not personal papers. But this time
Day decided to use his imagination to address the
absence of private information. He prefaces each
chapter with what he imagines the aged and infirm
Fisher endured and imagined at the end of his life.
Perhaps he is right; Day’s knowledge of Fisher is
such that his guess is probably better than anybody
else’s. But in the absence of archival evidence it is
exactly that – a guess.
Nor does this device do anything to make Day’s
biography of Fisher any more entertaining or
informative about the private man than his previous
political biographies. Even in Day’s positive portrayal
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Fisher appears as dull and driven, an appalling public
speaker with a thin skin and an inflexible
commitment to the few public policy ideas he had
when young and that he stuck to all his life.
This is another public life of a politician, written from
a sympathetic stand-point. In the preface Day claims
Fisher led “the first government in the world elected
to represent the interests of ordinary people”. Apart
from
ignoring
Andrew
Jackson it is an extraordinarily class based claim,
one that Alfred Deakin would
have wondered about. The
argument is also incomplete,
with Day leaving out one
word, “white”. One of the
enduring themes of this book
is the way Fisher fought for
white Australia and was
not interested in either
indigenous Australians or
Asians.
From the start, Day presents
Fisher as a working class
hero, who stood against
the mine owners in his
native Scotland and adopted
Australia when young and saw
politics as a way of creating an
Australian paradise for people
like him, and more precisely
himself. While Day draws no
conclusions,
from
the
evidence, Fisher saw politics
as a way of advancing his own
interests as a career that probably made him more
money than he could have earned elsewhere.
From the start of his career in Queensland, Fisher
focused on networking with useful people and
presenting himself as an acceptable face of Labor.
While Day obviously assumes Fisher was an honest
and honourable man, he also presents evidence that
demonstrates he was an individual with an eye for an
opportunity. Thus Day records him borrowing
money while an MP from the wife of a conservative
politician tainted by corruption. He liked lengthy
international travel at the public expense. And the
author deals in detail with the way Fisher resigned as
prime minister to take the well paid and not especially
strenuous post of Australian representative in
London – a job he fought hard to hang onto.
In Day’s portrayal, Fisher is an admirable Labor
leader who made the party into the natural
government of Australia and whose nation building
agenda and focus on federal powers established the
direction followed by his high spending successors,
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Chifley, Whitlam and Rudd. And yet there is a sense
in the book that Fisher was also one of the many
members of Labor’s founding generation whose
radicalism diminished as their comfort increased.
Day is much stronger on Fisher’s public career. His
rise through the Labor ranks, in state and then
federal politics are explained and there is a great deal
about the transformation of Labor under Fisher’s
leadership from the third XI of federal politics to a
party with the discipline and institutions to form
government in its own right.
The book is particularly
comprehensive on Fisher’s
defence and foreign policy
thinking, detailing his focus
on Australian interests and
his fight to create an
Australian navy to serve in
the Pacific instead of subordinating everything to the
interests of the Empire, as the
conservatives wanted. But, in
the end, Fisher backed the
British Empire in the First
World War, perhaps because
opposing it in 1914-1915
would have been political
suicide but definitely because
ultimately he could not
see Australia’s interests or
identity as independent of the
Empire.
Perhaps Day overdoes it in
arguing that Fisher’s grand
nation building plans “had
been dashed on the cliffs of
the Dardanelles” but he does
well in making a traditional Labor case for the
damage the Imperial link did to Australian
development.
Overall, Day has produced another contextual study
of a Labor leader’s public life and political times
which does not offer anything especially illuminating
or entertaining about the private man. In Fisher’s
case this may be because there is nothing much to
report.
That Day did not miss much is demonstrated by
Peter Bastian’s biography, which covers the same
ground and comes to similar conclusions. It is
immensely bad luck for Bastian that Day beat him to
publication by six months or so, because the
marginal media interest in Andrew Fisher is surely
sufficient to support reviews of only one biography.
But Bastian can take comfort in having produced the
better book, one that is carefully constructed to make

the narrative of a relatively mundane life as
interesting as possible.
This is a standard biography, using a chronological
approach, but it is cleverly constructed with the
chapters broken into bite size chunks to highlight the
most interesting issues in and aspects of Fisher’s life.
It is a brave device, which leaves Bastian exposed to
the argument that he is incapable of creating a
sustained narrative that synthesises all aspects of
Fisher’s life into a long narrative. But the approach
works. This is an easy book to
read which makes the most of
the often infrequent colour
and movement in Fisher’s
story.
Bastian
also
has
the
biographer’s ability to use
routine
information
to
humanise his subject and the
scholar’s capacity to use
whatever evidence there is to
explain the politics of Fisher’s
time. And, while the private
papers are sparse, Bastian
makes the most of them to
create a sense of Fisher’s
political career. For readers
who admire a mastery of the
sources this book is a delight.
In terms of their interpretations there is not much
between both books but
Bastian’s judgements are more
considered, demonstrating an
unmatched immersion in
Fisher’s political life and
times.

GA GA OVER GOUGH
But while Day and Bastian are fans of Fisher, distance
provides some detachment. This is certainly not so
with Jenny Hocking who does not disguise her
admiration of Gough Whitlam. This first volume
takes Whitlam to the 1972 campaign, presenting all
his life as a lead up to the triumph of his first election.
It makes for a study which will appeal to loyalists but
lacks the evidence to explain to other readers why
Whitlam is the great Labor hero. This is one for the
truest of believers, who are more numerous than
they were a decade back, thanks to the return of the
big spending state as the agent of salvation in the
May budget.
It is certainly not a book for anybody who believes in
the policy primacy of economics. While Whitlam’s
emerging ideals are discussed in depth, the fact that
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he never had any idea of how to fund them is ignored.
Thus Hocking describes how Whitlam’s Canberra
boyhood as the child of a senior public servant
shaped his ideas on what the state should provide.
That this patrician experience in a privileged city
gave Whitlam an entirely artificial idea of what
government could afford never appears to occur to
Hocking. Nor does she recognise what his ignorance
of market economics portended for the country when
she describes his concern in 1945 at the villainy of
vendors who wanted additional payments for home
building blocks, above a price set by the state.
Above all Hocking admires
Whitlam for the way he
transformed Labor from the
working class party Andrew
Fisher led to a political elite
determined to change society
rather
than
exclusively
improve the lot of the working
class.
But she does not appear
especially interested in Labor
politics or the reasons why the
party old guard fought
Whitlam so hard for so long.
While her coverage of politics
within and without the party
improves the closer the
narrative comes to the
1972 election campaign the
early years are less than
comprehensively
covered.
While Whitlam’s brilliance is
left to explain everything, how
he secured pre-selection and
managed to see-off so many
foes is never dealt with in any
detail. While she describes his
early and infrequent election
failures there is no detail on how this atypical Labor
man made his way up the party hierarchy. Perhaps
primary sources are scarce, but even if they are,
Peter Bastian demonstrates what a Labor scholar can
achieve using largely public records. Or perhaps
Hocking decided that as the hard slog of party
politics might diminish her tales of Whitlam’s
brilliance it was better to play it down.
Whatever the reason, the treatment of Whitlam’s
political career focuses on his ideals and energy
rather the debates and divisions, the deals and
dissension that dominate politics. The way he
became deputy leader is described but not explained
and the history of his long fight against the Victorian
machine and party secretary Joe Chamberlain is
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incidental to Hocking’s story, making this less a
biography of a Labor leader than a life of a great man,
who graced the party with his presence.
There is also remarkably little about Whitlam as a
private person. His huge temper is mentioned, his
enormous capacity for hard work and belief in his
own ability are consistent themes. But there is not
much of a sense of his hopes and fears or his attitudes
to lesser mortals, which appears to have included
everybody, and if he had either moral failings or
physical indulgences Hocking does not report them.
Hocking is also let down by her editors with
errors and infelicities in
structure and style. According
to
Professor
Hocking,
Whitlam’s father took the
train across the harbour to his
Sydney office a decade before
the bridge was built and the
great depression arrived. The
south of Sydney is also a
myster y to Hocking, she
has Whitlam catching the
Cronulla train “down the
coast”, near which the line
definitely does not go. In the
mid 1960s, she reports on
Whitlam’s struggles to move
the party forward which were
impeded by “the thirty-six
(man) federal executive’’
and the “twelve-man federal
executive”.
None of these are especially
egregious errors, but they
diminish the credibility of
what is a physically beautiful
book and they reflect the
overall problem of Hocking’s
approach. This is not a book
with a case to make; it is a book for people who have
already made up their minds about Whitlam and need
only to have their opinions confirmed.

MANNING’S COLLATERAL DAMAGE
Manning Clark is much more a traditional Labor
hero, a man who delivered less than he promised and
who drowned his ability in indulgence and drink.
This is the book about the sort of man the babyboomer left love, a man whose demons were more
interesting than his opponents disciplined angels, a
man who appeals to a generation that thinks how
hard you worked matters much less than how you
feel about life. And as for anybody who was
personally damaged by such great bohemians, they
were just collateral damage.
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Like Hocking on Whitlam, Brian Matthews’,
Manning Clark: A Life (Allen and Unwin) is well
disposed towards his subject. But if this is the work of
a friend of Clark, may the Lord protect his memory
from its opponents. Because Matthews’ well
intentioned portrait of Clark is not kind. On the
evidence he presents, Clark either spent his life in a
losing battle with depression or he was psychotically
self-obsessed. Matthews presents Clark as
enervatingly self-absorbed, crippled by despair and
unable to understand that the world was not just a
shadow cast by his greatness.
Where Day, Bastian and
Hocking tell us too little about
the private man, Matthews
tells us little else, basically
because the work of Clark’s
life was Clark’s life. While his
admirers argue that Clark
used histor y to shape
Australians’ self perception,
the reality is that he achieved
sod all beyond indulging
himself and making people,
especially his brilliant wife
who sacrificed her career for
his, unhappy. That he had
trouble understanding why
his adolescent obsessions
with other women upset his
wife explains a great deal
about the bloke.
Clark also had a tin ear for
human relationships of all
sorts, starting an argument
with a drunk German on New
Year’s Eve in 1938 by bringing
up the Spanish Republic.
Clark was appalled by the
German’s response but it never occurred to him that
he had brought on an entirely unnecessary blue. And
he made a practice of saying, and writing, stupid
things.
While Matthews discounts the claims that Clark was
ever a communist agent (although describing Lenin
as Christ-like is enough to support a claim he was a
fellow traveller of one sort or another), he offers a
great deal of evidence that demonstrates he was
sloppy as a scholar and used history as ammunition
in his own internal wars. As Matthews describes
Clark’s extraordinarily ill-judged tribute to totalitarian
Russia, Meeting Soviet Man:
… as so often happens in Clark’s work, a
strange, potent and other-directed passion

overtakes what started out as more or less
a documentary observation when cues in
what he is observing powerfully trigger his
own fears and anxieties so that the force
and intensity of the narrative become
almost disproportionate to their subject.
At best Clark was a drinker and a womaniser, when
he could, who took a long while to do much work,
much of which was more moralising than history.
Matthews pulls no punches in describing Clark’s
work and life and, surprisingly given the evidence he
sets out, is kind, even admiring about his subject. At
times this is disconcerting
given the dreadful details of
Clark’s behaviour that appear
on many pages.
More important, Matthews
explains how Clark got away
with it and became a hero to a
generation of left opinion
leaders, teachers and ersatz
intellectuals who felt the
world did not honour their
ability and that they were the
most interesting people in the
countr y. While Matthews
does not explain how it
happened, he makes it plain
that Clark made much of
Australian intellectual life in
his own image.
This is a masterful book that
describes how a man who was
not particularly powerful
within the academy, and
played no policy role, became
so important. Certainly it is
sloppy, poorly proof read and
at times summarises Clark’s
texts as if they explain his life. But Matthews
manages to tell us as much about Clark as anybody
could ever want to know – at least until Mark
McKenna’s biography is published in September
2009. Until then people who believe that having the
right ideas excuses an individual’s self obsessed
behaviour will have their prejudices confirmed by
Matthews’ admiring portrait of an appalling person.

THE BURDENS OF PRAISE
Demonstrating the way people who are interested in
Labor histor y delight in displaying their own
erudition, and often ideology, the reviewers were
keen to display their own ideas in the reviews of these
four books.
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Michelle Grattan treated Day’s biography of Fisher
as a source for a story, rather than a work to review,
in a piece which spent more time on the subject’s life
and times than on the strengths and weaknesses of
the book, concluding that it was “a worthy matching
volume” to the author’s lives of Chifley and Curtin.
(The Age, 13 December 2008). Ross Fitzgerald did
the same before concluding that Day’s new
biography is like his other two prime ministerial lives
in being, “well researched and eminently readable”.
(Sydney Morning Herald, 15 November 2008)
It was left to David Burchell to put it in the context of
ALP historiography and to make the point that tales
of Labor saints and apostates inevitably ignore how
hard government is. He also paid Day the courtesy
of offering a judgement of his book, just not an
especially complimentary one (The Australian, 18
October):
Day’s biography is a diligent and
sympathetic account of Fisher’s personal
journey of achievement and exhaustion.
But it’s not an enjoyable read. The style
is mechanical and the little literary
contrivances meant to enliven it really have
the opposite effect. The reader is subjected
to a wearingly microscopic viewpoint in
which the quotidian often crowds out the
genuinely significant. There’s little in the
way of a wider picture of Australian society,
and we don’t learn much about the
intellectual landscape inhabited by Fisher
and his contemporaries.
Strangely we didn’t learn much about the critical
community’s take on Hocking’s biography with
reviews in the main media a little light on. But while
the reviews were few, they were almost universally
enthusiastic. Greg Kelton called the book
“contemporary and definitive”, (The Advertiser, 15
November 2008). Evan Williams agreed it was
definitive, in a piece that was less review and more
panegyric:
It is written with grace and vigour in a tone
of firmly disciplined admiration. If there is
anything in the theory that the best
biographers are half in love with their
subjects, Jenny Hocking may not object to
my saying that the relationship in her case
is something closer to infatuation. (The
Weekend Australian, 15 November 2008)
This was about as balanced a review as Hocking’s
was a critical biography with Williams saying he felt
obliged to warn readers “as a former member of
Whitlam’s staff that I share all her biases”. Which
raises the question – could the paper find nobody
neutral to assess the biography on its merits, rather
than celebrate its subject?
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Carmen Lawrence was equally admiring of Whitlam
and, by extension, this biography: “It is testament to
Hocking’s research, her eye for the apt example, and
her scholarship, that she is able to expand our
understanding of the man, and the influences that
shaped that such a significant Australian figure.”
(Overland, Autumn 2009).
At least Nathan Hollier distinguished between the
bloke and the book about him. (The Age 10 January):
The story of Whitlam’s career in politics is
inherently dramatic and gripping. Almost
any account of it would be readable, but
Hocking’s is especially so, for a number of
reasons: she provides substantial, though
not excessive, context, enabling the reader
to grasp the full significance of particular
incidents and issues; she is able to explain
complex legal questions quickly and
clearly; she draws on the colour and
insight provided by the spoken words of
many principal participants, most of whom
she has interviewed herself; and she is
willing, where appropriate, to pass
judgement to mount an argument.
Just about the only objection to the book came from
Ross Fitzgerald (Sydney Morning Herald, 13
December 2008) who queried some of its evidence
and arguments and suggested that it was not that
good a book, that it:
… promises much but delivers less. This
is
largely
because
reading
this
hagiographical work is quite hard going. In
the main, this is because Hocking’s writing
style is often unduly dense and wooden
and because virtually nothing about
Whitlam’s life is omitted from the book.
The Whitlamites would not have it any other way.
The treatment of Matthews’ Manning Clark
biography also demonstrated as much about the
reviewers’ opinions of the man as they did about the
book. Clark, perhaps more than Whitlam, has
become a shibboleth for the sanctimonious admiring him marks an individual as a sensitive soul
who laments what racists and reactionaries have
done to Australia. And so some of the reviewers
recorded their approval of Clark, without being
overly bothered by the biography.
Alan Atkinson banged on at length about Clark’s
intellectual importance, before addressing the
biography, “a learned and enlightening book” a third
of the way into a long piece (The Australian, 5
November 2008). But for the most part his essay was
about Atkinson on Clark, which will undoubtedly

delight the many admirers of both men, but will leave
other readers unsure why they should be bothered
with a biography of a bloke whose self-obsession is
excused, even admired:
All proper historians combine fact and
imagination. This book shows what Clark
did with imagination. It leaves issues of
fact to someone else. It is my guess, for
instance (an historian’s guess), that when
Clark wrote about his childhood anxieties,
whatever else he was doing, he was trying
to make sense of the characteristic
impulses that led to the decisions he made
later on.
Geoffrey Bolton was also inclined to excuse both
author and subject on the grounds that people were
unkind to Clark: “Matthews has given us a nuanced
portrait of a complex personality. If once or twice he
seems a little too sympathetic to Clark’s peccadillos,
this could be justified as a reaction to the excessively
harsh judgements that Clark endured in his lifetime.”
(The Weekend Australian, 15 November 2008)
At least David Marr distinguished between
Matthews’ work and his subject arguing that the
importance of the subject merited a better book.
(Sydney Morning Herald, 22 November 2008) “Manning Clark matters because he breathed life into
the history of this country … For years, Matthews’
life of Clark has been hailed as the next big
biography. Alas, it’s rather a mess.’’ The problem,
according to Marr, is that Matthews did not create a
coherent structure and attempted to explain Clark
through his work, rather than the way he lived: “…
it’s a strange beast of a book: not a biography so
much as a gloss on Clark’s writings.”
Peter Cochrane agreed: “Matthews’ take on Clark’s
life is so preoccupied with his reading of the texts that
most of the public life has gone missing. For me,
strange to say, this is way too cerebral. It is a
biography by means of serial literary review, at times
taken to extremes.” (The Age, 15 November 2008)
They both missed the point about Clark that
Matthews understood. “It’s a life as written rather
than life as lived,” Marr wrote. But unless they are
examined in the context of the way Clark endlessly
interpreted the world as an extension of his own ego
and obsessions, his writing and behaviour are
meaningless. Patrick Allington summed it all up in a
review that focused on the book, not its subject and
admired Matthews’ writing and his willingness to
assess Clark’s character:
The result is not a definitive biography –
there are too many gaps, intriguing
idiosyncratic asides and debatable
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conclusions for this to be the final word.
But it is a sophisticated and compelling
portrait of a driven, ambitious and troubled
man.” (The Advertiser, 31 January 2009).
It is a judgement that is fair to Matthews and kind to
Clark. And for Manning Clark’s many admirers too
much kindness is never enough.
Stephen Matchett can be found at stephen4@hotkey.net.au

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
I

n his article titled “Aboriginal Edcuation-Again” in
The Sydney Institute Quarterly Issue 34, Colin Tatz
makes several references to boarding schools for
Aboriginal children and the Prime Minister’s
announcement of a $20 million investment in the
Australian Indigenous Education Foundation.
As the founder of the Australian Indigenous
Education Foundation and the St Joseph’s College
Indigenous Fund, I’d like to provide some
clarification and corrections for your readers:
1. Dr Tatz says that thousands of children cannot be
relocated from Milingimbi, Cape York and
Kalamburu to board at St Joseph’s College (Joeys)
in Sydney. Dr Tatz and your readers may be
interested to know that there are no students from
Milingimbi, Cape York or Kalamburu at St
Joseph’s – nor has there been any suggestion of
this happening. St Joseph’s College, like the other
Sydney boarding schools presently associated
with the Australian Indigenous Education
Foundation, provides opportunities for Aboriginal
children in New South Wales. This information is
readily available from our annual reports online.
2. Referring to the Prime Minister’s announcement
of a $20 million investment in our foundation, Dr
Tatz states that the “(yet again) relocation theme
is now a major focus of philanthropists, business
corporations and well-intentioned governments”.
Having spent the past five years raising money for
these boarding school scholarships, I can clarify
that none of the people or organisations
supporting this initiative have ever referred to any
such “relocation theme”. Instead, we are trying to
facilitate the choice of thousands of Aboriginal
families who want to access to the best schools in
the country for their children. Until now, these
schools have been largely off limits because of the
costs. We are removing that financial barrier so
that Aboriginal children are no longer excluded
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from such schools because of the cost of entry.
We are allowing Aboriginal families to make the
same choices for their children’s education as
those families who can afford to make the choice.
3 Dr Tatz’s “excursion into Aboriginal education”
focuses purely on the Northern Territory, yet the
Northern Territory isn’t involved in our boarding
school program. Further, as many of your
informed readers would be aware, 13 per cent of
Australia’s Indigenous population live in the
Northern Territory compared to 57 per cent in
NSW and Queensland. Clearly, any serious
attempt to make a dent in the appalling statistics of
Aboriginal education needs to include the
population outside the NT as well.
4. Dr Tatz also says that “there are enough
successful programs, here and abroad, to show
just what can be done”, although none of these
successful programs have been mentioned. I’m
sure your readers would, like me, be interested to
know what these are as I would be the first to
promote successful programs that show what can
be done.
5. Dr Tatz says “it will be interesting to see what
happens to all the Joeys boarders over time”. The
answer is in our publicly available annual reports
which Dr Tatz and your readers may care to have
a look at. Most (circa 70 per cent) go into tertiary
education and the rest are in productive
employment.
6. Dr Tatz concludes his essay by saying that
education programs need to reflect what
Aboriginal people themselves want. This is part of
the reason I left my career as a lawyer and
investment banker and chased scholarship
funding over the last five years for no salary. It’s
because Aboriginal families in the thousands are
lining up and begging for their children to have
access to the best schools in the country. When
that Aboriginal parent and community demand is
no longer there, I will happily hang up my boots!
I don’t challenge Mr Tatz’s knowledge or expertise in
this field but he seems to have misunderstood several
aspects of the work we do.
Andrew Penfold
Chief Executive
Australian Indigenous Education Foundation
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VALE
LAURIE
SHORT AND
JOHN
MAYNES
T

wo prominent former trade union leaders
have died within a month of each other. One
was a committed atheist, the other a traditional
Catholic. One a blue collar worker, the other a
white collar worker. One lived in Sydney, the
other in Melbourne. Both were committed
democrats and, consequently, anti-communist.
Laurie Short and John Maynes made major
contributions to Australian society and played a
key role in the continuing development of
Australian democracy.

LAURENCE ELWYN SHORT AO OBE:
18 December 1915 – 24 March 2009
Laurie Short was born in Rockhampton in
December 1918. His parents, Alexander and
Lilian Short, owned a small general store in
outback Queensland. Alexander had been a
shearer and, in time, became a wharf labourer.
The family moved to Sydney in 1920 and Laurie
attended Crown Street Public School in (then)
working class Surry Hills. After obtaining his
Intermediate Certificate, he took up work in a
factory and soon joined the Young Communist
League. Arrested in the early 1930s for refusing
to pay a fine for taking part in a demonstration,
Laurie Short served two weeks in Sydney’s Long
Bay Jail. Short had an argumentative nature and
he enjoyed being a radical. And, like many
successful people, he had quite an ego along with
considerable personal courage.
Short was always independently minded. It was
not surprising, then, that he soon fell out with the
followers of Josef Stalin who ran the Communist
Party of Australia. Short was expelled from the
Young Communist League in 1932. Still a radical,
he joined up with the followers of Leon Trotsky,
who had been expelled by the Bolsheviks after
Vladimir Lenin’s death in 1924 and sent into exile

in Mexico. Short remained a member of the left
opposition to communism for some years. In
time, however, his infatuation with Trotsky faded
and, shortly after the end of World War II, he
abandoned what he came to regard as his left
wing infantilism period and became a
mainstream social democrat. Unlike those who
remained in the Communist Party or
subsequently joined or supported it, Short never
defended Stalin’s show trails of the mid 1930s, or
the communist gulag, or the Nazi-Soviet Pact of
1939, or the Soviet Union’s suppression of
Eastern Europe, or Mao Zedong’s gulags in
China or the communist dictatorships in
Vietnam, Cambodia and Cuba.
Short, an accomplished boxer and swimmer,
once saved several men drowning in Sydney
Harbour. He worked in occasional jobs in Sydney
before moving to Queensland and then returning
to Sydney. In the late 1930s, Short commenced
work as a boilermaker’s assistant in the ship
building industr y and joined the Federated
Ironworkers of Australia (FIA). This was to
commence a life-time career as an ironworker –
initially on the factory floor and later as a trade
union official. His story is well told by his
daughter Susanna Short in Laurie Short: A
Political Life (Allen & Unwin, 1992) but, on
occasions, her judgments about her father’s
political involvements are somewhat harsh.
Short is probably best known today for the
determination and courage he demonstrated in
taking on, and eventually defeating, the
communists in the Ironworkers Union, led by
Ernest Thornton. Thornton and his comrades
dominated the union by intimidation along with
ballot fixing at union election time.
In 1949 Short and his anti-communist supporters
believed that he had defeated Thornton for the
national secretary position after a bitter election
campaign in which Short was bashed and
defamed. Short and his supporters challenged
the result in the Arbitration Commission and
Justice Edward Dunphy overturned the result
and installed Short into the national secretary
position after finding that Thornton had engaged
in widespread forging of votes. Short’s team had
a more sub-stantial victory at the 1952 union
election and the FIA was never again run by the
Communist Party.
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In taking on and defeating the Communist Party
in the Ironworkers Union, Short enjoyed the
support of the Industrial Groups. This was a
loose gathering of Labor Party members or
supporters who wanted to rid the trade union
movement of communist influence. In the late
1940s and early 1950s Industrial Groups were
endorsed by the ALP in most States. The Groups
worked with – but were not identical to – B.A.
Santamaria’s Catholic Social Studies Movement
(which was frequently termed The Movement).
Short was an atheist. The Movement was
comprised of Catholics. Short was never a
member of The Movement.
In an interview with Gerard Henderson in June
2001, Short acknowledged that – as early as 1945
– Santamaria’s Movement had provided
significant financial support to himself, Nick
Origlass and Frank McGrath who were fighting
the communists in the Ironworkers Union. He
was also grateful to Santamaria for providing
rank-and-file supporters who canvassed for
Short’s team in the 1949 and 1952 FIA elections.
But Short was emphatic that Santamaria was no
more than an important contributor to a battle in
which many others played key roles.
When in late 1954/early 1955 the Labor leader
Bert Evatt moved from the right to the left and
picked a fight with the ALP’s Victorian branch,
the Industrial Groupers and their supporters –
along with The Movement – divided over the
proper response to Evatt’s attack on the anticommunists in the Victorian Labor Party. Dr
Evatt had fired the first shot with a press release
which was issued on 5 October 1954. The
following day Short became one of the first
members of the labour movement to criticise
Evatt’s tactics – he described the Labor leader as
a “millstone round the neck of the Labor Party”
and (correctly) predicted that the ALP would
never win a Federal election with Evatt as its
leader.
After Evatt’s attack, many of the anti-communists
in the ALP’s Victorian branch were expelled from
the party. In time, some anti-communists adopted
Santamaria’s approach and joined the AntiCommunist Labor Party – which became the
Democratic Labor Party and eventually spread to
all States. After some hesitation, Short decided to
remain in the Labor Party in New South Wales.
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Partly due to Short’s influence, Labor did not
experience a split in NSW. With a few exceptions,
such as Jack Kane and Frank Rooney, supporters
of the Industrial Groups and members of The
Movement remained inside the New South Wales
ALP. Short continued to work with anticommunists in the labour movement – whether
they were aligned with the ALP or the DLP. He
remained a positive influence within the trade
movement. Short believed in justice for workers
and he was also a strong supporter of the
Australian American Alliance. As the
journalist/historian Robert Murray commented
in The Australian on 2 April 2009, Short’s FIA
“has been generally acknowledged as one of the
most competent, efficient and relatively
unpolitical unions: a sentiment its members
agreed with, since they have regularly returned
its leaders”. Laurie Short retired as FIA national
secretary in 1982 but led an active retirement,
including a period on the ABC Board. During
this experience on the ABC Board, he privately
indicated his contempt for the fashionable leftists
who dominated the public broadcaster.
Laurie Short addressed The Sydney Institute on
4 April 1991 – his topic was “The Rise and
Decline of the Trade Union Movement”. He
spoke about old battles, condemned the left of
the union movement for not supporting the
United States led, and United Nations
sanctioned, military action during the First Gulf
War and welcomed the move to enterprise
workplace agreements which involved the rank
and file. The talk demonstrated Short’s role as a
modern trade union official who was, above all, a
pragmatist.
Susanna Short addressed The Sydney Institute
on her biography of her father. The date was 25
August 1992. Laurie sat in the front row,
interjected on occasions when he thought
Susanna was too tough on him or his attitudes,
and decided to make some comments during the
question/discussion period. It was a most
enjoyable, and informative, occasion. Laurie’s
wife, the artist Nancy Borlase pre-deceased him.
Laurie is survived by his daughter Susanna and
two grandchildren.
Today the one-time Ironworkers Union is part of
the Australian Workers Union. Senior AWU
officials gave generous financial support to
Laurie Short during his final years. He was sent-
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OU'D think, with a brand new budget on the
mat and a nation to build, that the ministers
of the Federal Government might have used
Question Time yesterday to go forth and warble
about their fiscal master plan. Did they? Oh, dear
me, no. They addressed instead a far more central
question: why is Malcolm Turnbull such a know-itall smarty pants loser who wouldn't know a budget
if he ran into one with his yacht? Mr Turnbull, who
was preparing himself mentally for the budget reply
speech he was to deliver later, did not have much to
say in Question Time yesterday. But it didn't matter.
He was mentioned in most of the answers anyway.”
– Annabel Crabb,
The Sydney Morning Herald 15 May 2009
SPEAKER: ANNABEL CRABB
Fairfax journalist, Author,
Stop At Nothing: The Life and
Adventures of Malcolm Turnbull
(Quarterly Essay, Issue 34, 2008)
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simply that a real argument developed
between Gerald Mercer and Bob Santamaria.
And my disagreement with Bob was more in
the way in which Bob was handling that
relationship with Gerald…Bob was not doing
the right thing by Gerald. Now, I was not a
mate of Gerald. If anything, I was a mate of
Bob.” The NCC split commenced around
1978. In an internal paper written in 1980
Santamaria identified Maynes as the principal
member of the organisation who refused to
accept his [i.e. Santamaria’s] authority. By
then Mercer was only part of Santamaria’s
problem.
The split in the NCC was complete by 1982.
The organisation was completely fractured
and Maynes, Mercer and others became part
of what Santamaria came to term the
“separated brethren”. Following the election
of the Hawke Labor government in March
1983, the Federated Clerks Union was readmitted to the ALP in Victoria – along with
three other unions which had left Labor
almost three decades previously. But in 1988
the left gained control of the union’s Victorian
Branch. The evidence indicates that Maynes
was initially too complacent about the left’s
challenges to his leadership – which was led
by Lindsay Tanner, currently Finance
Minister in the Rudd Government. Tanner,
whose stor y is told in The Last Battle
(Kokkino Press, 1996), defeated Maynes but
always respected his ability as union leader.
Maynes served in the ACTU executive for
around a decade after 1980.
The Clerks Union remained politically
divided at the national level until 1993 when it
merged with two other unions of form the
Australian Services Union. The ASU issued a
gracious statement on John Maynes’ death.
Tess Maynes pre-deceased John as did three
of their children. John Maynes is survived by
Pam, Brendan, Kevin, Phillip and Lisa and
their families.
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The inaugural issue of Gerard Henderson’s
Media Watch was published in April 1988 –
over a year before the first edition of the
ABC TV Media Watch program went to air.
Since November 1997 “Gerard Henderson’s
Media Watch” has been published as part of
The Sydney Institute Quarterly.

T

he text for the issue is self. Or, rather, THE
SELF. It’s time to pay tribute to those members
of the Fourth Estate and related professions who
write about themselves. Even when the topic under
discussion requires no self-awareness and even when
they have no obvious place in a story.

LEIGH AND PIERRE AND HELOISE
AND MALCOLM
Take the case of ABC TV Lateline presenter Leigh
Sales. Louise Adler and her team at Melbourne
University Press thought it would be a terrific idea if
the reporter Sales contributed a philosophical piece
to its series of short essays titled “Little Books on Big
Things”. The designated topic was On Doubt. Ms Sales
quickly went to work and produced a you-beaut
quotation to lead-in to her introduction. By the school of
French philosophy; out of a Google search. Here it is:
“The beginning of wisdom is found in
doubting; by doubting we come to the
question, and by seeking we may come
upon the truth.” - Pierre Abelard, French
philosopher, teacher and theologian, 10791142
By the way Peter Abelard is most widely known for
his love affair with a certain Heloise, after whom the
Heloise complex is named. This is the tendency for
women philosophers to idolise their male philosophy
teachers or colleagues. The Heloise complex is used
to describe women whose contribution to
philosophical debate is ruined by their infatuation
with male blokes of the philosophical kind.
Then turn to page 1 of some 90 quite small pages of
18 lines each. Just as the reader might have expected
that Ms Sales would lead off her treatise On
Doubt with a quotation from yet another French
philosopher, reality strikes. The author is more
focused on writing about herself. So On Doubt
commences not in France circa the Middle Ages but,
rather, on the outskirts of Brisbane circa 1970s.
How’s this for starters for a big theme? Here we go:
On the first day of school each year, my
mother would deliver me to my new teacher
with the same introduction. “If she’s any
trouble,” Mum would say with a pointed

stare in my direction, “please give her a
thrashing and then send her home with a
note so that I know to give her another one”.
And so the reader learns that Mum Sales was
something of an authoritarian who slapped her
daughter. Mum “had attended Catholic schools and
decided that she didn’t want her children
‘brainwashed’ ” – so young Leigh grew up an
agnostic. However, as a teenager Miss Leigh found
God per courtesy of the happy-clappies at a Hillsong
affiliated fundamentalist Christian gig. Yet by her
“early twenties” Ms Leigh “had serious doubts about
religion” and, soon after, “abandoned it altogether”.
Well, now we know – and what a profound
contribution to human understanding this is.
Then there is Dad Sales, who became a regimental
sergeant major in the Australian Army. He was also
quite fearsome – “the sound of his raised voice
crossed a chainsaw with a starving grizzly bear”. In
doing so, alas, it left clichés untouched. Then there
was Brother Sales with whom Leigh “fought
constantly”. And then there was maternal Nana, with
whom young Leigh shared a room until she was 13.
So, now we know this too – no doubt about it.
Nana was a sticky-beak. And so was Dad. And so was
Leigh. How about that? Apparently Mum and Dad and
Nana had something to do with the fact that young
Leigh grew up with lotsa doubts – apart from her
happy-clappy moment. Phew. This takes up the first 14
pages of On Doubt – only 76 to go. Alas, the reader is
not told whether Monsieur Abelard’s mummy and
daddy contributed to his own (alleged) self-doubt.
In Chapter 2 the author bags, in a fashionable leftie
kind of way, those whom she believes are certain.
The list includes Republicans George W. Bush and
Sarah Palin – but, of course, not the Democrat Al
Gore. Rupert Murdoch’s Fox News also cops a
(predictable) caning. Then it is on to Chapter 3 – and
more on self. This time the topic is Sales as pianist:
From the age of ten, I have played the
piano. When I am learning a new piece of
music, the early practice requires a great
deal of concentration. I consciously think
about which fingers are going to strike
which notes. I count beats in my head. My
eyes are glued to the notes on the page in
front of me. I play the piece over and over
again for hours. Then one day, seemingly
in an instant, something changes. I can
play the music without thinking about it.
Often, I no longer need the sheet music.
The hands move together seamlessly, and
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the timing seems instinctive.The “adaptive
unconscious” kicks in. My gut takes
control. My fingers are so practised that
they seem to know what to do on their own
without my brain’s help.
Go on. Alas, she does. There follows references to
the Sales’ fingers as “useless sausages” on occasions,
a scene from Star Wars and a phenomenon known as
“the yips”. This soon leads to the revelation that
“George Bush did not have the yips”. And so on.
Chapter 3 also contains quotes from Blink: The Power
of Thinking without Thinking by Malcolm Gladwell.
This is where such references to the “adoptive
unconscious” and “thin slicing” first occur in Sales’
tome. Then it's on to Chapter 4 where the author
returns to her field of expertise – namely herself, and
her Dad. All that’s missing is Mum and Brother and
Nana. Chapter 4 commences with a confession:
My Dad hasn’t read Malcolm Gladwell. He
probably hasn’t heard of “thin slicing” or the
“adaptive unconscious”. Yet for years, he
has been giving me a piece of advice that
shows he instinctively understands the
concept. “Daughter,” he says, affectionately
slapping me on the back so hard I stumble
forward, “preparation and planning
prevent piss-poor performance”.
There was (even) more. About Dad’s well prepared
six day road trip. About rissoles. About Catcher in the
Rye and hoop snakes. And, naturally, about the id.
Page 87, which consists of a mere 18 lines, contains
the first person pronoun on no fewer than 13 occasions.
Then, on page 88, the author returns to a familiar
refrain – as in “I love playing the piano”. Yes, we know
– see Pages 2 and 67-70. There is no doubt about this.
By the way, the first person pronoun is used a total of
15 times in 18 lines on Page 88. Probably a record for
On Doubt – if anyone bothers to count.
Then the penultimate paragraph returns to Pierre
Abelard. Remember him? Leigh Sales concludes:
I would like to ask Abelard why he never
doubted his passion for Heloise from the
day he met her, while he relentlessly
questioned everything else in life.
“Media Watch” would like to ask Heloise why she
retained her passion for Abelard.
“Media Watch” would also like to enquire how Ms
Sales came to the extraordinary view that Martin
Luther, the founder of German Reformation, acted
from “a premise of doubt” (Page 41). But, alas, she
refuses to enter into correspondence on this matter.
Which suggests that the Lateline presenter is more
attuned to asking questions than answering them –
despite the fact that the ABC has signed on to the
Right-To-Know Coalition.

BLANCHE D’ALPUGET’S THERAPIST
AND HER MUSE
Passion and longing and the self seem to be related.
Certainly that is the impression from reading
journalist Blanche d’Alpuget’s essay On Longing –
which is also published in MUP’s “Little Books on
Big Themes” series. This happens to be the first
written missive by Ms d’Alpuget since she married
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former Australian prime minister Bob Hawke in July
1995. The author chose to write about her longstanding relationship with Mr Hawke in On Longing –
even though she refrained from mentioning his
name.
Early on in the essay there is reference to the author
re-meeting an acquaintance whom she had first met
in Jakarta in 1970. On page 21 this person is
identified as “the Muse”. By Page 26 this entity has
become “M” (for short). And on the final page – Page
80 – d’Alpuget reveals that she and M were married
25 years after 1970. Seems like 1995. As the current
cliché goes – join the dots.
On Longing is one of those too-much-information
tomes. The reader learns about the sex lives of
d’Alpuget, her first husband, Bob Hawke and more
besides. There are, however, some insightful asides
– including:
• Hawke’s decision in 1978 to marry Blanche,
following a dream in which a spinning roulette wheel
had come to rest at her name (Page 31). Alas, this
particular dream-driven decision did not lead to the
Church aisle or even the local registr y office.
Another broken promise.
• d’Alpuget’s subsequent decision to “kill” Hawke
for jilting her and her plan to join a pistol club to
acquire the necessary equipment and competence
(Pages 41-42). The idea of your Blanche brandishing
a pistol is rather, well, fetching.
• d’Alpuget’s decision to commence writing her
Muse’s biography – around which time she reflected
on his earlier advice to her that they could not marry
because the necessary “divorce could cost Labor 3
per cent” of the vote when he became ALP leader
(Page 46).
• d’Alpuget’s revelation that she disliked Hawke’s
“private secretary” (a certain Jean Sinclair) when she
was “alive” but that Sinclair became “a friend” after
her death. Quite convenient really – since d’Alpuget
doesn’t have to ask this brand new friend around to
dinner. It so happened that, from the grave, the late
Jean Sinclair “urged” d’Alpuget to become “closer to
M”. Whereas, when alive, Ms Sinclair had disliked
Ms d’Alpuget – a feeling which was well and truly
replicated (Page 62).
There is more. Much more. However “Media Watch”
was most taken with d’Alpuget’s recollections of her
thought processes while she was writing her biography
of M – as in Hawke. Her book Robert J. Hawke: A
Biography was published by Schwartz in September
1982. The author’s recollections of this experience are
spelt out on Pages 47-48 of On Longing, viz:
The need for love was like a persistent
mild illness, mentally pushed aside and
forgotten most of the time, then flaring up
without warning. Meanwhile, I worked
tirelessly on the biography. After two years
and three months it was complete, and by
then, I had recovered from M: research and
writing had sweated him out of my system.
People asked me often, “When you were
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doing the biography, did you and he have
an affair?” I replied, “No”. I don’t know
what I would have said had they asked the
correct question.
Obviously the “correct” question to d’Alpuget would
have been: Did you have an affair with Bob Hawke
before you wrote – or after you completed – his
biography? Or: “Did you ever have an affair with
Hawke?” But, wait. In her profile on Blanche
d’Alpuget, which aired on the Sunday program on 26
June 1994, reporter Helen Daly engaged her
interviewee in the following exchange:
Helen Dalley: Did you love Hawke?
Blanche d’Alpuget: Well, in a way. But, I
mean, it’s one of those things that gets
taken wrongly. It really is much more, I
think, like a therapist. And in a way you
would have to say the subject becomes
quite dependant upon the biographer.
The interview continued:
B.d’A: There’s love there. But it’s not like
a love affair.
H.D.: But you and Mr Hawke have neither
ever denied it B. d’A: I have always denied it.
H.D.: - or confirmed it.
B.d’A: I have always denied it. Always
denied it. Yeah. And nobody’s ever asked
him. Nobody’s ever asked me.
Helen Dalley went on to ask Bob Hawke on her
Sunday profile. He commented:
I think the right way of putting it is that, um,
there were two intelligent people. I suppose,
if I can say it, two attractive people. And in
that situation a sort of bond develops. Um,
I certainly look back on that period with, you
know, a great deal of happiness.
Yes, we know. A viewing of Helen Dalley’s interviews
with d’Alpuget and Hawke do not suggest that the
discussion of their relationship was confined to the
period between early 1980 (when she commenced
work on the biography) and early 1982 (when the
manuscript went to the printer). Those who know
Bob Hawke would be surprised to learn that in 1994,
he looked back in happiness on his relationship with
d’Alpuget simply because he was into therapy.
There are a couple of blank pages at the end of On
Longing. It’s a pity that MUP did not encourage the
author to use this space to explain some of the
material in her Forward to Robert J. Hawke: A
Biography. For example, when in the biography, the
author praised her subject for allowing himself “to be
present ‘warts and all’” in her book. Also, d’Alpuget
maintained that the only area she had avoided “is a
discussion of the Hawke children”. Whereas, in fact,
the Hawke-d’Alpuget relationship was not referred to
anywhere in the biography and d’Alpuget did not
acknowledge it until around a decade later.
Meanwhile, as Kate Legge reported in The Australian
Weekend Magazine on 2 August 2008, Blanche

d’Alpuget is planning to update her Hawke biography.
Perhaps in the meantime MUP could commission a
new essay titled, say, “On Full Disclosure”.

BULLY FOR PAUL SHEEHAN
Bob Hawke and Blanche d’Alpuget have enjoyed a
stormy relationship. Not so Sydney Morning Herald
columnist Paul Sheehan and Sydney Morning Herald
literary editor Susan Wyndham. Some years ago he
announced that they were just too busy to marry.
However, those who follow the work of this
enterprising pair will know that – somewhere along
the way – priorities were determined, the knot was tied
and so on. Why – they even go to dinner at Admiralty
House with the Governor-General, meet the Prime
Minister and tell Herald readers all about it.
On 18 January 2008 Ms Wyndham wrote an essay in
the SMH on the occasion of turning 50, New Year’s Eve
and all that. It had a compelling name-dropping start:
There was a question I wanted to ask the
Prime Minister. He and his wife had
popped over from Kirribilli House to enjoy
a superior view of the New Year's Eve
fireworks from the lawn of Admiralty
House, where my husband and I were also
guests of the Governor-General. As
midnight ticked over and Kevin '07 became
Kevin '08, I wanted to know how old he felt.
Rudd's birthday falls two days after mine
and last September we both reached the
ambiguous age of 50. We weren't the only
ones. Looking around, I have noticed - as
the new owner of a schnauzer or a Vespa
sees other schnauzer and Vespa owners that everyone seems to be turning 50.
Interesting scenario, don’t you think? How did the
Prime Minister feel, at age 50, on New Year’s Eve 2007?
Pass over the next ten paragraphs and the sad news is
reported - Ms Wyndham did not pop the question:
I didn't disturb Kevin Rudd with my
question on New Year's Eve as he stood,
arms wrapped around Therese Rein, his
49-year-old wife. I didn't need to: at the
pinnacle of his career, he must be feeling
energised and purposeful. Fifty might be
over the hill for athletes and actresses, but
for politicians it connotes vigorous youth.
Though the balding Clive James sneers
that Rudd's blond hair is “an incipient
comb-over”, our leader is boyish by
comparison with his predecessor, John
Howard, who was booted out of the job at
68. He makes 50 look young and potent.
So Susan Wyndham did not ask Kevin Rudd how he
felt on turning 50. But she did reveal how her friends
and husband approached this momentous occasion
on her behalf:
My own birthday was marked by small,
extravagant dinners with family and
friends, and my presents from my husband
showed panache: a plane ticket to France
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and a (only semi-joking) Wicked Weasel
brand red G-string.
Wow. But that was then – before the full emergence of
the Global Financial Crisis. On New Year’s Eve 2008,
Mr Sheehan looked back in happiness on the previous
occasion when he had been at Admirality House – you
know the story. He told it again – with a twist – in the
lead sentences of his SMH column on 5 January 2009:
Perhaps you had a rollicking New Year. I
did not. A year ago, on New Year's Eve, my
wife and I were sitting with the GovernorGeneral and his vivacious wife watching
the celebrations from the front lawn of
Admiralty House, sipping Veuve Clicquot
borrowed from the Prime Minister's
festivity next door. At midnight, we found
ourselves standing behind Kevin Rudd as
he put his arm around his wife and we all
looked up at the exploding sky. That was
then. This New Year's Eve we had dinner at
home. No guests. No invitations. No
champagne. No Vice-Regals.
Obviously the Sheehan/Wyndham outfit is adapting to
the harsh realities of these post GFC times. No more
extravagant dinners. No more trips to France. No
taxpayer-subsidised Veuve Clicquot. And, apparently,
no more brand new Wicked Weasel red G-strings. It’s
as tough as that. Moreover, it seems that the onset of
parsimony has changed your man Sheehan’s position
on human induced climate change.
In his SMH column on 22 December 2008, Paul
Sheehan ran his standard line that the Howard
Government had not done enough on climate change
and that the Rudd Government was not doing enough
on the issue either:
The Rudd Government has set the bar low
by limiting itself to a reduction of
Australia's total greenhouse emissions to
a minimum of 5 per cent and a maximum of
15 per cent by 2020. That is much less than
[Ross] Garnaut, and the British Prime
Minister, Gordon Brown, the former US
vice-president, Al Gore, and the European
Community were looking for. They want a
maximum target of 25 per cent, providing
there is a critical mass of support in the
international community.
This target is important because, on the
basis of projections contained in the
Government's own Garnaut review, a 25
per cent cut in emissions by 2020 is the
minimum threshold needed to save the
Great Barrier Reef and other treasures.
Instead, Rudd's announcement has given
the big polluters in our region, China and
India, justification to dilute and delay.
That was then. By 13 April 2009 Sheehan had
completely changed his position – after reading
geologist Ian Plimer’s book Heaven & Earth. He
concluded that “Heaven & Earth is an evidence-based
attack on conformity and orthodoxy, including your
own, and a reminder to respect informed dissent and
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beware of ideology subverting evidence”.
Fair enough. In any event, Mr Sheehan is all the
more interesting when he is writing about Ms
Wyndham. He returned to this theme on 11 May
2009 when discussing school bullying at Ascham
private school in Sydney’s eastern suburbs:
I know about bullying at Ascham. I married
an Ascham bully. When my wife was 10, she
flicked ink on the tunic of another Ascham
girl because she was “slow, unattractive and
irritating”. When pressed to provide other
details of her schoolyard thuggery, my wife
could not nominate any. She remains
haunted by this single ink-flicking incident.
Perhaps she has been rehabilitated. If even
this small outburst can still be vividly
recalled years later, one can only imagine
how long-lasting and deep will be the
wounds inflicted in this latest example of
the casual cruelty of adolescence.
The Sydney Morning Herald understood the
significance of Mr Sheehan’s disclosure. It headed
his column: “I married an Ascham bully.”

FAT IS A FEMINIST ATTACK LINE
It seems that this is time for true confessions, of the
bullying, kind. On 17 November 2008 Herald-Sun
columnist, and well known feminist, Jill Singer
confessed, with emphasis on the self:
Allow me to share a story destined to
cheer the hearts of my disparate critics,
which include sundry humourless
conservatives, the odd relative or two and
my friend’s masseur, who despises me on
some vague and unarticulated principle.
Anyway, the scene is set on the No 112
tram, with yours truly on her way to an
event at the State Library [of Victoria].
While it stops in Middle Park, a loud and
boisterous cluster of teenage girls shove
me aside as they make to leap aboard.
“Get out of my way, you effing slut,” says
one of these charmers.…The attitude of
these girls unleashed something within
me at the time, something really horrible.
It was not so much being called an effing
slut that shot a lightening rod into my soul.
I’ve been called far worse. It was the “Out
of the way!” that inflamed, and the sheer
arrogance. They were all rather large girls,
heavy on the slap and exposing lots of
flesh. A wiser and cooler head might have
responded with a haughty “I beg your
pardon!” But to my shame, I fired back a
barb. Reader, prepare to be shocked.
“Well,” I said, with practised hauteur, “I
might be an effing slut but at least I’m not
fat”. With this, I jump from the tram.
Good move – except for the fact that so did Ms
Singer’s erstwhile travelling companions. One of the
girls calls Singer a four letter word, another throws a
drink at her face; another hits her over the head.
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Read all about in the Herald-Sun. What’s more, Jill
Singer’s behaviour was not really her fault – since,
alas, she was bullied at school. She down-loaded on
her Herald –Sun readers as follows:
Even today the thought of attending school
reunions is as unpalatable as the notion of
eating a dirt sandwich. Throughout my
primary and early secondary school years
I was mocked mercilessly for being a
skinny and unsporting nerd, trapped in
lockers, kicked and ridiculed.
To my most recent assailants, if you read
this, I have a message. I would like to
apologise. I behaved with immaturity and
insensitivity. But I would also like you to
think about the nature of bullying and its
consequences – how the effects can
reverberate down the years – and how the
bullied can themselves become bullies.
So next time you see Jill Singer calling a young woman
with an “impoverished vocabulary” by the three letter
word FAT – just remember that some three decades
ago someone mocked young Jill for being skinny and
unsporting. In other words, Singer Self is not really
responsible for her actions. Here’s hoping that Ms
Singer can mend relations with her friend’s masseur
and with the “odd” relative, or two. Sundry
humourless conservatives will have to laugh alone.

FIONA MCGREGOR – BLOOD ON THE
(TAXPAYER FUNDED) ARTISTIC WATTLE
Few, if anyone, were laughing on 22 November 2008
when Geraldine Doogue interviewed performance
artist and author Fiona McGregor on the ABC Radio
National Saturday Extra program Talk about a
bleeding heart. Ms McGregor now only has the
typical inner-city leftist heart which just loves all the
fashionable causes and just hates – you’ve guessed it
– George W. Bush, Pope Benedict XVI and John
Howard. But she actually bleeds on stage – as part of
her senVoodoo performance.
Fiona McGregor used to be an item with AnA Wojak
and until recently they comprised senVoodoo. Before
they broke up, the pair were heavily into what they
termed “iconography of the wounded, bleeding or
adorned body”. Now McGregor bleeds alone. This
particular art form, of course, was supported by the
National Association for the Visual Arts and received
financial assistance from the NSW Government
Ministry for the Arts. It so happens that virtually all
of Ms McGregor’s art is funded by Commonwealth,
State or local government.
One of McGregor and Wojak’s best known works is
called Arterial. According to the artists, Arterial
draws “on Butoh traditions as well as the emballaje of
Tadeusz Kantor’s Theatre of Death, which deals with
transcendence and history inscribed in memory”.
Really. This is how it all worked out in practice. Ms
McGregor and Ms Wojak used to dress in white
sheets, split a vein on their arms and, wait for it, then
bleed on white photographic paper.
Then,
presumably, some stage hands cleaned up the mess

until next time – when, once again, it’s a case of:
“Lights, Camera, Vein-slitting, Action”.
And so it came to pass that the taxpayer – unwittingly,
of course – sent senVoodoo to perform Arterial in
Poland. Big mistake. Fiona McGregor wrote up her
experiences of her three months in Poland in such
places as Heat, Overland and Meanjin. Then the
taxpayer subsidised University of Western Australia
Press decided to publish McGregor’s old and new
reflections in a book titled Strange Museums: A Journey
Through Poland (UWA Press, 2008). Another mistake.
The book all but sunk without a trace – except for the
Saturday Extra interview. A reading of Strange
Museums makes it clear that the author does not like
Poland or Poles or Catholicism much. But then she
does not know much about Poland. In any event, her
tome is more about herself. This is evident in the
following excerpts from Strange Museums: A Journey
Through Poland – when the only journey the author
seems to be is on a self-induced personal one:
I was afraid of so may things. I grew up with
censors everywhere. Orthodox Catholic,
Celtic Australian: the body was profane and
impassioned physical and emotional
expression was frowned upon… I wanted to
smash this fear, in myself. I wanted to go
right into the wound, and let through a
whole new dialogue. It was probably an
impulse I’d always had – the adolescent who
loved piercing her ears (anyone’s actually),
for the adrenalin and the empowerment.
But there was more to it than that. I sensed
a whole other world in the interior of the
body, a place of secrets and myth and
transcendence that mingled directly with
the mind, and wasn’t contained by my own
ego. And if I had a soul, wasn’t it in here that
it resided? In my very blood?...
I remember my beating heart when first
witnessing a piercing performance around
the same time, the cataclysmic sense of
walls within me falling. I knew I couldn’t
deliver such liberation with writing alone.
Sometimes I felt so frustrated at my desk, in
this lump of a body irrelevant to expression.
Just sitting there, housing my brain.
Gearing up for the next appointment with
the osteopath. Yet it wasn’t just the body
that I wanted to use, not just action that I
craved. The wound was crucial. (Page 35).
So what’s such narcissistic verbal sludge got to do
with museums? Or, indeed, Poland? Ask UWA Press.
But, wait. On Page 59 the author writes about “the
build-up of blood on the soles of my feet” and her
“bleeding hand”. And, on Page 61, there is reference
to her “stitched lips” and “six hooks on my back”. In
Poland, no less. Then on Page 143, the following
dialogue takes place:
The accumulated fatigue and exultation of
the whole tour are kicking in. I am spent,
and glad at times like this to be in a country
where I don’t speak the language. But the
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crowd is waiting upstairs for question time.
Anyone can bleed, says one man. Why is
it art? How much blood do you lose?
A young man mentions Mayan bloodletting rituals, the shamanic aspect of
body art. A young woman says it was the
journey through life – you leave your trace,
and then you die. It is lonely, she says.
Another man sees it as personal, and
speaking about a dying relationship. I
thought of Jesus. Pawel calls from the
stairs, when the questions are beginning
to fade. And his sacrifices, the blood of
Christ. Pawel’s short round body trembles
with excitement. It was an epiphany! he
explains. It was a religious experience!
What absolute tosh. Here in UWA Press – a taxpayer
subsidised publisher – publishing a book on Poland
by a performance artist who has spent just three
months in the country, who does not speak Polish
and who regards a bleeding hand as art.
In November last year Fiona McGregor went on
Saturday Extra to flog her UWA Press book. Once
again, she bagged Poland and the Polish and
Catholicism – while talking about herself. The final
question gives an idea of what is now fashionably
termed her conversation.
Geraldine Doogue: Final question really.
Do you sense, have a sense, of how
Poland could again change in the next ten
years? Given that quite a lot of the people
who left Poland in that great wave – of, you
know, hundreds of thousands left because
of the recession – are now starting to
return.
Fiona McGregor: Look, the Kachinsky
government is not renowned for its
cooperation in the EU, to put it lightly. And
they’re disliked by most people because
they’re so staunchly conservative and
Catholic in ways that have prevented them
from voting on certain tenants of the EU
Constitution – such as equal rights for
gays and lesbians and laws around
abortion. So Poland, probably those are
the two stumbling blocks for them. Um.
Economically, I think that they’re
completely cooperative. But that, now, it
really depends I think on the Kachinsky
government, and they have weakened
since I was there.
Pretty articulate, eh? Ms McGregor ended the
conversation in cliché mode by advising the Poles
that they “need to move on”. So the author of the
Strange Museums: A Journey Through Poland (UWA
Press) seems to believe that the essential problem
with Poland is that it is inhabited by the Polish –
many of whom are conservative and Catholic. All this
brought to you by taxpayer funds, per courtesy of the
University of Western Australia Press.
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By the way, Strange Museums sold fewer than 500
copies.

MEDIA WATCH ON MEDIA WATCH OR ABC SELF-INDULGENCE IN ACTION
Let’s start where this section began. On the SELF.
And self-indulgence. And so on
The powers-that-be at the ABC determined that the
twentieth anniversary of the ABC Media Watch
program should be celebrated with a documentary
titled Media Watch: 20 Years – Stuff Ups, Beat Ups and
Barneys. They also decided that the program should
have Media Watch’s current producer Jo Puccini as it
executive producer and be presented by Media
Watch’s current presenter Jonathan Holmes. The
program was produced by ABC identity Janine Cohen
– it was very much an in-house affair.
Since its commencement in May 1989, Media Watch
has had seven presenters – Stuart Littlemore,
Richard Ackland, Paul Barr y, David Marr, Liz
Jackson, Monica Attard and Jonathan Holmes. All
seven are leftists or left-of-centre. In two decades the
ABC has not been able to find one conservative or
right-of-centre personality to front the program.
According to David Marr, this is how it should be. In
a 2004 speech, Marr declared:
The natural culture of journalism is a kind of
vaguely soft left inquiry, sceptical of
authority. I mean, that’s just the world out of
which journalists come. If they don’t come
out of this world, they really can’t be
reporters. I mean, if you are not sceptical of
authority – find another job. You know, just
find another job. And that [journalism] is the
kind of soft leftie kind of culture. (ABC Radio
National, Big Ideas, 26 September 2004)
Certainly Media Watch has had a succession of soft
leftie presenters. The tradition continued in Media
Watch: 20 Years which went to air on 7 May 2009. The
program was essentially a self-congratulator y
indulgence – with Media Watch’s key errors
uncorrected and its most embarrassing moments
passed over. Here are a few Media Watch highlights
which you would never learn about from watching
Media Watch: 20 Years.
• Stuart Littlemore QC presented Media Watch
from 1989 to 1997 and returned to produce a media
related program titled Littlemore in 1991 (when
Media Watch was not shown). David Salter was
producer of Media Watch for much of the Littlemore
period and also produced Littlemore.
Littlemore presented Media Watch for almost a decade
without the program’s Credits ever mentioning that he
was a practising barrister who specialised in media law,
including defamation. Salter went along with this. In
Media Watch: 20 Years Jonathan Holmes made no
reference to Littlemore’s non-disclosed possible
conflict of interest.
• Stuart Littlemore’s exit from the Media Watch
program followed a panel discussion on ABC TV
Lateline program on 11 November 1997 in which he
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put in a shocker. The theme for the discussion was
the media. Jennifer Byrne was the Lateline presenter
and her guests were former US television executive
Steve Brill, journalist Pilita Clark and Littlemore QC.
The discussion heated up when Littlemore refused to
acknowledge that his program had made “any” errors
in recent years. This led Brill to declare: “Stuart, you
sound more arrogant than the most arrogant
journalist I’ve ever heard.”
For a decade Littlemore was allowed to editorialise on
Media Watch and no one was given a right of reply.
This was the first occasion in which anyone had been
allowed to challenge Littlemore on the ABC. Like
many commentators, Littlemore cannot take criticism.
The Media Watch presenter became defensive and
personal – accusing Brill of only being in media
watching for the money. Sneered Littlemore QC:
“You’ve got a good sense of the dollar, Steve.” Brill
responded irreverently by asking Littlemore whether
he presented the ABC TV Media Watch program “for
free”. It was here that Littlemore completely lost it and
replied: “Yeah, I do actually”. Jennifer Byrne, sensing
that Littlemore was digging a rather large hole for
himself, tried to get him off the hook. But Littlemore
declined the opportunity. The fact is that Littlemore
was paid a sizeable stipend for presenting Media Watch
each week. He certainly did not do it “for free”.
After a controversy over Littlemore’s false statement,
he eventually claimed that his comment about doing
Media Watch “for free” was made in “irony” (SMH, 8
December 1997). Later, Littlemore’s mate David Salter
provided a different excuse – maintaining that “Stuart
partly misunderstood the question”. Salter conceded,
however, that Littlemore “also missed a gear going into
that corner” (The Sydney Institute Quarterly, May 1999).
How convenient. Mere mortals tell whoppers. But
leftist QCs under contract to the ABC merely miss a
gear or two going into a corner or two.
In Media Watch: 20 Years Jonathan Holmes made no
reference to Littlemore’s fall from grace on Lateline
in 1999.
• The biggest media story for 2007 occurred when
journalists Michael Brissenden, Paul Daley and Tony
Wright revealed the details of what they claimed the
then Treasurer Peter Costello had said at an off-therecord private dinner two years previously. All three
got the date of the dinner hopelessly wrong and
Brissenden, who reported his own story on the 7.30
Report, misled viewers that he had his own copy of a
record of the meeting when this was not the case.
At the time Monica Attard was presenting Media
Watch and Tim Palmer was the program’s executive
producer. So how did they cover the embarrassment
of their ABC colleague Brissenden? By ignoring the
biggest media story for the year – that’s how.
The issue was reported by media commentator
Margaret Simons in the Crikey newsletter on 24
August 2007 in the following terms:
It seems that the ABC Managing Director,
Mark Scott, may be a little disappointed in
Media Watch this week because it failed to
tackle – or even mention – the fundamental

issues of journalistic ethics that have been
at the centre of the news. Given that Scott
has ordered a review of some of these very
issues and is encouraging debate on
them, did he agree with critics who have
suggested Media Watch was off its game?
There was a pause when Crikey asked
him about the criticism....He muttered
something about “minefields all around”
before saying: “I watched Media Watch on
Monday. I was probably expecting to see
something on these contentious issues.
But then they have to exercise their own
editorial judgement.”
It’s an unusual time when a freelance commentator
and the ABC managing director both query the
editorial judgment of an ABC program. But Media
Watch: 20 Years made no mention whatsoever of this
Media Watch howler.
• On 4 September 2006 Monica Attard (falsely)
claimed that the Victorian Court of Appeal had
quashed two terrorist-related charges against Jack
Thomas because it found that confessions he had
made “were tainted by threats of torture”. There was
no such reference in the decision – see R v Thomas
(No. 2) [2006] VSCA 165.
Peter McEvoy was producer at the time. He
commissioned an unnamed Media Watch presenter to
write a report on the matter and forwarded it to
Kristin McLiesh. Ms McLiesh, the Head of Audience
and Consumer Affairs, accepted McEvoy’s selfserving report in its entirety and put it out in her own
name. So Ms McLiesh came to a decision on a legal
matter in support of Media Watch despite the fact that
she had no legal qualifications and despite the fact
that the Media Watch report – which was written by a
junior researcher (who may not have had legal
qualifications) was not cleared by any legally
qualified person within the ABC. Ms Attard’s howlers
remain uncorrected today.

  

Alas, in Media Watch: 20 Years, Jonathan Holmes did
not report how the program has been protected from
criticism by its in-house mates. All up, ABC
journalists looked fondly on Media Watch: 20 Years.
Fran Kelly gave Stuart Littlemore a soft interview on
7 May 2009. He was interviewed about two decades
of the program – despite the fact that he is on record
as saying that he had not watched it for over a decade.
Also, Littlemore QC was able to get away with the
assertion that “there is no such thing as a wrong
opinion”. How about the following opinions? : “In my
opinion, Hitler’s Holocaust was a good policy” or “In
my opinion, the world is flat”. As the saying goes, Ms
Kelly did not go there and Littlemore QC’s assertion
was untested.
All up Jonathan Holmes presented Media Watch: 20
Years with all the objectivity and dispassion of a
documentary on the Catholic Church in Australia
produced by Archbishop Denis Hart and presented
by Cardinal George Pell. Except that you would
never see such a program on the public broadcaster.
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